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Abstract
To improve beam quality, the DELTA storage ring (TU Dortmund) conducted a
number of orbit-feedback developments [32,52,110] in the past, including a suc-
cessful fast local orbit feedback project [83,94]. To enable hadron accelerators to
benefit from this knowledge, a collaboration was formed between DELTA, the
storage ring COSY (Forschungszentrum Jülich) and the SIS18 accelerator (GSI
Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH, Darmstadt). The goals
were the development of a global fast orbit feedback system for the DELTA
storage ring, the development of a local feedback for the COSY electron beam
cooler section and a global feedback for the SIS18 accelerator.
This thesis describes the development and application of a universal position
measurement system, usable for electron and hadron accelerators and targeted
to fast orbit feedback applications, in the framework of this collaboration.
The developed distributed system has input capabilities for electron or hadron
beam position monitors and output options for feedback tasks and different
control system connections. It is connected by a versatile communication struc-
ture [98]. The developed common hardware platform is reprogrammable and
therefore usable as an input device as well as for feedback- or other measurement
tasks. It delivers data at a constant data rate of 10 kHz, resulting in a target
feedback-rate of up to 1 kHz. It was used to evaluate beam position data glob-
ally at DELTA, locally at SIS18 and locally at the COSY beam cooler section.
At DELTA, the system forms the basis for a future fast orbit feedback system,
which is expected to significantly increase the beam quality for synchrotron
radiation based research as well as ongoing electron-beam/laser interaction ex-
periments(see [38]). The system can also be used as a high precision data source
for the slow orbit feedback system in operation.
The COSY measurements show the possibility of a local fast orbit feedback sys-
tem at the storage ring’s electron cooler.
The data analysis of the SIS18 accelerator suggests the utilization of a feed-
back system to improve beam quality during ramping. The system’s structure
is expected to be utilized in a future SIS100 accelerator feedback.
i
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Particle accelerators are nowadays an essential tool for physic’s research. At
present, a large number of accelerators, dedicated to storing atomic particles
over a limited period of time, exist. These so called storage rings are circular
accelerators. They have different objectives and store different particle types at
various kinetic energies. Out of the large number of different “types”, two are
relevant to this work: On the one hand the so called synchrotron light sources,
which accelerate and store electrons. They are used primarily for the gener-
ation of synchrotron radiation for experiments. Usually a synchrotron light
source consists of an accelerator part, which is used to increase the electrons
energy to the desired level, and a storage ring. This is used to “store” the elec-
trons whilst their synchrotron radiation is emitted, in dedicated regions of the
storage ring, to the experiments . The majority of the development during this
dissertation was conducted at the storage ring of the synchrotron light source
DELTA (see section 2.1).
The second type are hadron storage rings, which accelerate and store hadrons
for particle experiments. In this case, due to the different objectives of each facil-
ity, these accelerators usually do not follow a common structure. In the course
of this dissertation measurements were conducted at synchrotron accelerator
SIS18 (see section 2.3) and the synchrotron accelerator COSY (see section 2.2).
SIS18 is used to accelerate a wide variety of hadrons, to different energy levels,
for experiments. The COSY synchrotron is used to accelerate only one type of
particles, namely protons, for experiments.
Regardless of the particle type accelerated, the underlying physical principles
are the same. A particle beam inside the accelerator’s vacuum chamber is
guided by magnetic fields and accelerated by electric fields. The ideal fields are
designed in a way that the particles travel inside a zone of acceptance which is
more or less tubular shaped. Each particle follows a path inside the acceptance.
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The path of the center of mass of the particles is called the orbit. A defined
ideal closed orbit is a path which is closed inside the acceptance after one rev-
olution. In this context, the transverse deviation from this ideal orbit is called
beam motion. The actual magnetic and electric fields, acting on the particles,
underlie dynamic distortions. As the magnetic fields are, in most of the cases,
created by electromagnets, they are are prone to electric- and also mechanical
distortions. In case of faulty currents, unwanted magnetic fields are created. An
unwanted mechanical vibration of the magnet also changes the magnetic field
which influences the path of the particles. Even though these distortions are
machine-specific, a generalization is possible. The frequency of the mechanical
distortions is typically in the range of 0 Hz to 50 Hz. Usually these distortions
are due to ground motion and other mechanical vibration, which couples directly
or indirectly to the mechanical eigenfrequencies of the magnetic structures. In
comparison the electric distortions frequency range is much larger and prone to
a multitude of error sources. In combination, the typical frequencies acting on
the orbit of the beam are usually in the range of 0 kHz to 1 kHz.
Beam motion plays an essential role in accelerator operation. In case of syn-
chrotron light sources the paths of the accelerated particles are the synchrotron
radiation source points. A most stable beam position results in a higher ra-
diation flux intensity and increases the synchrotron radiation quality in terms
of brilliance. During operation DELTA typically requires the transverse beam
position to be stable in the range of micrometre whereas more recently built
light sources have requirements close to the nanometer range beam stability.
An example for this is the Soleil light source (France). In this case an inte-
grated root mean square noise (without a fast orbit feedback) of below 5 µm
for both transverse planes is achieved within regular operation [64]. A second
aspect of a stable beam is the so called beam lifetime, which is the figure of
merit for the loss of particles. It is defined as the time until the initial number
of particles is reduced to a factor of 1/e. In general a more stable beam results
in a longer beam lifetime. This is due to a reduced amount of particle losses by
particles falling outside of the accelerators acceptance. A long beam lifetime is
essential for synchrotron radiation experiments. It has the benefit of having a
higher radiation flux intensity over a fixed period of time.
In case of hadron accelerators, which are used for particle experiments, the key
figure is the total luminosity supplied to the experiments. Beside other parame-
ters it is primarily dependent on the rate of particles per time and beam width,
secondarily on properties like repeatability of acceleration, maximum achiev-
able intensity and beam lifetime. Due to the mass of hadrons, which is three
orders of magnitude larger compared to electrons, the technical dimensions of
hadron accelerators are also larger. This is also reflected in the allowed root
2
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mean square beam motion, which is also larger on an absolute scale. The typi-
cal requirement for beam stability here is in the magnitude 100 µm to 1 mm.
As a result the closed orbit beam motion is subject to research at nearly all
accelerator laboratories and facilities. The goal is to stabilize and control the
beam motion to meet the requirements. For dynamic distortions this is achieved
by a feedback control loop which, in case of circular accelerators, is called closed
orbit feedback. The feedback is constantly measuring the beams position. This
information is then used to calculate and apply a correction to the accelerators
magnetic field, typically using dedicated corrector magnets. This principle of
correction is primarily independent of the accelerated particle type.
By increasing the beam quality at electron as well as hadron accelerators, new
experiments are rendered possible and the required time for existing experi-
ments is decreased. This thesis describes the preparatory beam orbit studies for
a universal fast orbit feedback system, based on the development of a universal
data acquisition system for electron and hadron accelerators.
1.1 Aims of this work
The synchrotron light source DELTA (see section 2.1) is constantly taking ac-
tions to improve the quality of the synchrotron radiation produced by the stor-
age ring. The first step was the evaluation and implementation of a closed orbit
feedback for slow orbit deviations on the time-scale of seconds [110]. Following
this process, a fast closed orbit feedback system was evaluated as a fast local
orbit feedback (see [83, 94]) and the decision to implement a global fast orbit
feedback was made. The superior goal in this case is the reduction of closed
orbit beam motion in the range of 1 Hz to 1 kHz.
This improvement of the electron beam stability and the related synchrotron ra-
diation quality, will positively affect all corresponding synchrotron radiation ex-
periments as well as laser to electron-beam interaction for current Coherent Har-
monic Generation Free Electron Laser (CHG-FEL) experiments (see [33,38]).
In the framework of the future Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research
(FAIR) project [16], research in the field of a fast orbit feedback system is also
undertaken. This applies to the Schwer-Ionen-Synchrotron (SIS18) accelera-
tor, which is operated by the GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung
GmbH (GSI), as well as to the High Energy Storage Ring (HESR) [30], which
is courtesy of the Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ). The SIS18 is going to be
used as a booster for the larger FAIR storage rings. An intensity upgrade (from
3 · 1010 to 3 · 1011 for U28+) is planned [85]. To ensure reliable and stable op-
eration, the SIS18 requires a stabilized beam.
The HESR is going to utilize electron cooling to minimize the particle’s transver-
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sal energy distribution. This technique requires an overlap of an electron and
the hadron beam. The quality of the overlap and hence the quality of the beam
cooling is therefore directly dependent on a stable hadron beam position.
A collaboration between the DELTA, the GSI and the FZJ was formed in
2008 to develop the prototype of a universal Fast Orbit Feedback (FOFB) at
DELTA which can then be transferred to the GSI and the FZJ accelerators in
prospect of the FAIR project. The aim of this dissertation, in the framework of
this collaboration, is the development of the data acquisition in preparation of
this universal feedback system. This development requires dedicated beam orbit
studies to determine the feasibility of the approach. The work is supported by
the Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung (BMBF) (FKZ 06DO9055I)
and the FZJ (contract no. COSY/FAIR-114).
1.2 Objectives
The task of this dissertation is the development of a universal data acquisition
system and conduction of the associated beam-orbit studies, in preparation of
an universal beam orbit feedback system.
The steps which have to be taken are closely related to the planned feedback
systems. A total of three systems, based on the same underlying design, are
planned by the participants of the collaboration:
• A global fast orbit feedback system for the DELTA storage ring.
• A local fast orbit feedback system for the COSY accelerator.
• A global fast orbit feedback system for the SIS18 accelerator.
In prospect of a global Fast Orbit Feedback a basic prototype of a data
acquisition chain was developed [83], as well as the prototype of a fast local
orbit feedback [94]. This thesis takes the data acquisition developments further
towards a readily usable system for the storage ring of the Dortmunder Elek-
tronen Speicherring Anlage (DELTA). The focus of the development was the
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based hardware and software plat-
form called BPM-Extender, which is a key component to all presented designs.
This platform is used to build the data acquisition chain, including the fast data
distribution network connecting different types of Beam Position Monitors, for
the DELTA Fast Orbit Feedback. The system is designed to measure the global
beam orbit of the DELTA storage ring at a constant data rate of 10 kHz and a
nominal resolution of 16 Bits, equivalent to a 305 nm beam position resolution.
The main criterion which has to be evaluated is the frequency distribution of
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observable beam-orbit deviations. A second evaluation regards the suitability of
averaged measurement data as data-source for the existing slow orbit feedback.
The planned COSY feedback system is based on the components and struc-
ture of the DELTA feedback. The task of this dissertation is the adaptation
of the DELTA system to the planned HESR cooling section. This requires the
adaptation of the data acquisition system for hadron beam position monitors.
The objective is the evaluation of the Cooler Synchrotron (COSY) beam orbit
and preparation of a fast local orbit feedback at the COSY accelerator cooling
section.
The planned SIS18 feedback system is taking the development onto the scale
of a global fast orbit feedback system for hadron accelerators. The task of
this dissertation in this respect is to investigate the adaptability of the data
acquisition system to the SIS18 storage ring and evaluation of the SIS18s beam
orbit. The output rate of beam position data for this system, as it is based on the
electron system, is fixed to 10 kHz. This is conducted in prospect of the planned
high intensity booster operation. Evaluation criteria are the general stability
of the beam’s orbit, frequency components of the orbit motion, repeatability of
the orbit and orbit deviations due to hysteresis effects.
1.3 Related Work
The techniques of fast orbit feedback, the FPGA based data acquisition and the
fast data distribution are common technologies. Feedback systems are widely
used in the synchrotron light source community (see list in [81]) to stabilize the
beam and produce synchrotron radiation of required quality. Intense develop-
ment work, in techniques utilized in this dissertation, has been conducted at
the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland, the synchrotron light source
Soleil in France and the Diamond light source in the United Kingdom, by the
respective beam diagnostic groups (exemplary [1,11,37,79,82]). The fundamen-
tal work for feedbacks at DELTA was the development of a fast orbit feedback
for the DELTAs booster synchrotron named Booster Dortmund (BoDo) (see
section 2.1) in 2003 [52]. The basis for a slow orbit feedback at the DELTA
storage ring was created in 2002 [110]. This system was extended to the current
system in 2005 [32].
Orbit feedback at hadron machines on the other hand is not as common be-
cause the margin for orbit errors is usually larger in absolute terms. Nevertheless
nowadays requirements to beam stability, as well as reproducibility, lead to orbit
feedback development and deployment at hadron machines. The most promi-
nent example being the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [88, 99] where a beam
loss would be critical to structural integrity. An example for an upgrade is the
5
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Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) in the United States, where improve-
ment of energy ramp commissioning and tuning efficiency is the main goal [75].
The COSY accelerator is currently operated without an automated orbit feed-
back program for the hadron beam, various research is being conducted in the
field of beam stability and oscillation feedback [50].
The same applies to the SIS18 accelerator, which is currently completely oper-
ated without an automated orbit feedback system. Current research in beam
orbit diagnostics include response matrix studies [70], an upgrade to the beam
pickups [55] and a data acquisition (DAQ) system [47].
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 2 introduces the three different accelerator facilities, including the tech-
nical aspects and procedures, as far as relevant for this work. A short intro-
duction to closed orbit feedback, with respect to the different accelerators and
resulting designs of the orbit feedbacks, is given. The physical properties of
emittance and acceptance at accelerators are introduced as figures for acceler-
ator beam lifetime. The chapter closes with a structural overview on FPGAs,
showing the advantages of the design for fast DAQ.
The design of a feedback DAQ system is part of the feedback system design.
Chapter 3 introduces the general design and classification of FOFB systems.
The accelerator specific designs, with focus on the DAQ, are then derived from
this general design.
The technical implementation, installation and testing of these designs and the
systems developed for measurements, is described in chapter 4. The conducted
measurements and results are described in chapter 5. A summary and discussion
of the findings in given in chapter 6.
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Accelerators and principal
physics
After briefly presenting the utilized accelerators and each specific requirement
for a stable orbit, this chapter gives an introduction to orbit measurement and
correction. As the SIS18 accelerator is a so called booster, the technique of
ramping, the effect of magnetic hysteresis and its connection to the beam orbit is
presented. Beam lifetime is closely connected to the physical size of the particle
beam and its transversal position in the vacuum chamber. The underlying
properties of emittance and acceptance are introduced. The chapter closes with
an introduction to FPGAs and the resulting software design techniques.
2.1 The synchrotron radiation source DELTA
Situated at the Center for Synchrotron Radiation and being part of the Technische
Universität (TU) Dortmund University, the electron accelerator facility Dort-
munder Elektronen Speicherring Anlage (DELTA) is used for the production of
synchrotron radiation for a wide variety of experiments. It also serves as an
university accelerator with dedicated beam time for research and development
by accelerator physicists.
This combination, including the previous research on feedback systems done at
DELTA, qualifies the DELTA storage ring as an ideal test facility for feedback
systems.
The following subsections contain an overview of the accelerator compound rel-
evant to this work. This includes an introduction to the DELTA control system
structure and data management. The DELTA control system is a typical ex-
ample for an accelerator control system. The integration of a feedback system
7
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into this control system is exemplary to other control systems.
2.1.1 Layout and general data
DELTA consists of three accelerator structures, two transfer structures and one
electron source (gun). The accelerating structures are the linear accelerator
Linear Accelerator of DELTA (LINAC), the booster synchrotron Booster Dort-
mund (BoDo) and the synchrotron storage ring. The LINAC and BoDo are
connected via the Transferkanal 1 (T1), BoDo and the storage ring are con-
nected via Transferkanal 2 (T2) (see fig. 2.1).
The electrons exit the gun and enter the LINAC with a kinetic energy of 90 keV.
This energy is increased to 80 MeV at the end of the LINAC. After transfer, the
final energy is reached after 8 seconds of ramping with the BoDo synchrotron.
The highest final energy possible, which is also the most common mode of opera-
tion, is 1.5 GeV. The electrons are then extracted to the storage ring. Typically
the accumulated current is 130 mA at a mean lifetime of ten hours and more.
The magnet structure of DELTA consists of dipole, quadrupole and sextupole
magnets. Slow horizontal and vertical dipole field correction is achieved by
dipole corrector coils which are, for technical reasons, attached to the quadrupole
magnets.
The emitted synchrotron radiation is supplied to the experiments via numer-
ous beam lines. One superconducting wiggler (SAW), one permanent magnet
undulator (U55) and one electromagnetic undulator (U250) is utilized. Three
user beam lines are using the synchrotron radiation emitted by the DELTA
dipole magnets, while additional dipole beamlines are available for diagnostic
purposes.
DELTA uses Beam Position Monitor pickup buttons (BPM knobs), integrated
into the vacuum chamber, for beam position measurements. 14 of these button-
type BPM knobs are part of BoDo, 54 BPM knobs are part of the storage ring.
Details of the storage ring’s magnetic lattice are found in [80]. The design of the
BPMs of BoDo and the DELTA storage ring is described in great detail in [52].
2.1.2 The DELTA control system
The DELTA control system is divided into three hardware layers and three
corresponding software layers. These layers are interconnected by two transport
layers [110, Ch. 5]. Figure 2.2 shows the layout of the control system structure.
The lowest layer consists of the accelerator hardware (e.g. magnet power
supplies, vacuum probes etc.) itself. Due to the variety of devices, the format
of input- and output information varies considerably. To unify the process of
control, a field bus system has been selected as interconnection layer. Each
8
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Figure 2.1: DELTA accelerator layout, showing the electron source (Gun), linear
accelerator (Linac), transfer structures (T1, T2), the accelerator synchrotron
(BoDo) and the storage synchrotron (Delta), including undulators (U55, FEL)
and the wiggler (SAW).
device either has a native bus support or is connected to a converter device
with a bus support. The buses used for this purpose are mainly Controller Area
Network (CAN) and General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB).
The middle layer consists of so called Input Output Computers (IOCs). At
DELTA these are industrial grade computers based on VxWorks. The IOCs
form the connecting layer between the accelerator hardware and the control
system. Therefore, the middle layer contains the necessary driver information
for the accelerator hardware. The input and output format for the data is
unified by this layer. The connection layer between the middle layer and the
operational layer consists of a standard ethernet connection.
The actual operation of the accelerator is done on the operational layer only,
which provides interfaces for the accelerator-operating personal. This layer
mainly consists of different standard Personal Computers (PCs) and laptops
running a centralised distribution of the operating system Linux.
The actual software side of the control system is based on the distributed object
database system Experimental Physics and Industrial Controls System (EPICS).
The information is stored in so called records, which represent the database ob-
jects with values and properties. In case of DELTA, these records are stored on
the IOCs. The operational layer contains the graphical user interface to these
records. At DELTA user interfaces based on the scripting language named Tool
Command Language (Tcl), generated with the so called “tk toolbox”, are used,
alongside with interfaces and programs written in the Matlab environment.
Further information about the hardware is found in [53, Ch. 6.6], a detailed
description of EPICS is found in [110, Ch. 5.1].
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Figure 2.2: The DELTA control system, divided into layers for clarity. The
bottom layer (accelerator layer) contains the components which are connected
directly or by means of a converter with a field bus system to the middle layer.
This layer uses dedicated Input Output Computers to create a database which
can be accessed via ethernet from the top layer (operator layer).
2.2 COSY
This section introduces the COSY accelerator facility, a basic layout is shown
in fig. 2.3. This includes the technical parameters, as well as an introduction to
electron cooling, a technique widely used at hadron accelerators for emittance
control, with respect to feedback systems.
Within the framework of the upcoming FAIR project (see [16]), COSY is
utilized as a test facility for the upcoming HESR (see [30]). This also makes
COSY an excellent test facility for future proton/deuteron accelerator feedback
systems.
2.2.1 Layout and general data
COSY is a so called cooling storage synchrotron for protons situated at the
Forschungszentrum Jülich at the Institute for Nuclear Physics. The stored pro-
tons are used for experiments with the proton beam, but can be extracted as
well for external experiments [48]. COSY has a circumference of 183.5 m and
a momentum range of 600 to 3700 MeV/c. The acceleration cycle length is ad-
justed between ten seconds and several hours, depending on the experimental
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Figure 2.3: COSY accelerator, beamline and experiments layout [49]
requirements. Thirty horizontal and vertical BPMs are utilized for closed orbit
measurement [31,59].
The COSY facility houses a number of different experiments [29]. The figure
of merit for the majority of experiments is the integrated beam luminosity I,
given by [108, Ch. 7]
I =
∫
L · dt = Np
σp
where L is the beam luminosity, the figure of merit for single events, given by
L = N˙p
σp
.
Np are the number of particles, σp is the particle interaction cross section. A
second type of experiments at COSY requires a maximum beam lifetime [51].
In both cases the best results are achieved in a stabilized orbit environment.
2.2.2 Electron cooling at COSY
A temperature can be assigned to a particle beam when using a kinetic gas
theory approach. The internal temperature of small particles is expressed as
their average velocity. The temperature T is given by
T = mv¯
2
3kB
.
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m is the particle mass, v¯ the average velocity in the system and kB the Boltz-
mann constant.
The “cooling” in COSY, that is the reduction of the beam’s emittance (see sec-
tion 2.6.1), is achieved by so called electron cooling. At COSY the emittance
is reduced from about 60pimm mrad to 0.3pimm mrad (horizontal) and from
15pimm mrad to 0.4pimm mrad(vertical) [58]. During this process an electron
beam of a low temperature, but equal mean velocity, is inserted into the path
of the revolving, higher temperature, proton beam (For technical details of the
original cooler see [61]). A cross section of the interaction region at COSY is
shown in fig. 2.4. Due to small angle Coulomb scattering between electron and
protons, temperature energy is transferred between the two. By always supply-
ing a newly created cold electron beam, which is extracted after the process,
the protons are cooled until the thermal equilibrium is achieved. In accelerator
terms, the transverse emittance and energy spread of the protons is reduced by
the low emittance and low energy spread, electron beam.
The time required to reach the equilibrium is called the damping time. It is di-
rectly proportional to the quality of the positional overlap of proton and electron
beam [8, Eqn. 1-4]. Hence a feedback-stabilized proton-beam orbit is expected
to reduce the damping time.
Figure 2.4: Cross-sectional view of the current COSY electron cooler [51]. Elec-
trons are inserted on the left side (Gun) to the revolving proton beam also
coming from the left. After interaction inside the cooling solenoid channel they
are extracted on the right side to the collector. Due to their higher mass, the
protons continue to the right. The electron beam is guided by a solenoidal
magnetic field, therefore additional compensation solenoids are required.
12
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2.3 GSI/SIS18/FAIR
In the framework of the FAIR project, the prospect of a beam-orbit feedback
application is the overall increase of the beam intensity. The following is an in-
troduction to the GSI facility. In this case the focus lies on the main accelerator
synchrotron, called the SIS18, as it was utilized as a test-bed for the feedback
design. The SIS18 accelerator will also be an integral part of upcoming FAIR
facility. Hence a broad overview of the FAIR project is given subsequently.
2.3.1 GSI/SIS18
The GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH (GSI) is situated
in Darmstadt, Germany. The GSI is running an ion accelerator, capable of accel-
erating ions of all stable elements up to uranium, as well radioactive and cooled
high charge states (up to U92+) stable beams [26]. It consists of a linear accel-
erator (LINAC), the booster synchrotron SIS18, the Experimentierspeicherring
(ESR) storage ring and various experimental and diagnostic beam lines [21].
The SIS18 is the main synchrotron of the existing GSI facility. It has a circum-
ference of 216 m and a magnetic rigidity of 18 T m. The maximum ramping rate
of the main electromagnetic dipoles is 10 T s−1. Two cavities with a frequency
span of 0.8 to 5.6 MHz are installed [23]. The typical ramping duration is 3 s.
The typical kinetic energy after ramping is 4.5 GeV for protons. The beam can
be extracted in different modes with durations from 1 µs to 8 s [24]. 12 BPMs
are utilized for beam position monitoring [24]. For each of these BPMs, the
analog position signal is converted to the digital domain by a I-Tech Libera
Hadron electronic [57].
2.3.2 FAIR
The Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) project is an internation-
ally funded upgrade and extension to the existing GSI Helmholtzzentrum für
Schwerionenforschung GmbH (GSI) accelerator elements. The FAIR acceler-
ator compound will be built in the coming years [16]. The largest new ring
accelerator is the Schwer-Ionen-Synchrotron (SIS100), a heavy ion synchrotron
with a circumference of about 1100 meters. To improve the beam properties,
beam cooler facilities are used. The facility will also be able to produce and
provide secondary beams, consisting of antiprotons and exotic nuclei, to exper-
iments [15]. The SIS18 accelerator is going to be used as a booster for the
upcoming FAIR project (see also fig. 2.5). To reach the required intensity an
upgrade program for the accelerator was initiated [85]. In the context of this up-
grade, a feedback system is seen as one of the components to reach the planned
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Figure 2.5: Layout of Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) accel-
erator facility and GSI compound [22]. Part of the existing GSI accelerator
facility, namely the UNILAC linear accelerator and the SIS18, will be seam-
lessly integrated into the planned accelerator. The main accelerator elements
of the planned facility are the SIS100/300 synchrotron, the connected storage
rings (HESR, RESR/CR, NESR) and the corresponding experiments.
intensity.
2.4 Orbit measurement and correction
The main task of an orbit feedback system is to stabilize the beam orbit. A cen-
tral element of such a system is the data acquisition and correction calculation.
This section provides an overview of the physical basics of orbit measurement
and techniques and terms of position calculation as well as a short introduction
to the calculation of the corrective magnetic field. Differences between hadron
and electron machines are exemplified.
2.4.1 General principle
The measurement of the orbit is achieved by so called Beam Position Moni-
tors (BPMs). Regardless of the type of particles (e.g. electrons or hadrons), all
BPM systems convert the position of the particle beam into an electrical signal
which is then processed further. Usually BPMs are isolated metal plates (also
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called pick up buttons) which couple to the electric and magnetic fields of the
charged beam. For a bunched beam the electric fields are time dependent and
thus the signal induced is an alternating current. Depending on the type of
accelerator and the corresponding beam properties, different designs are used.
An exemplary electron and hadron BPM is illustrated in figs. 2.6 and 2.7. Typ-
1
2
3
4
Figure 2.6: Depicted view of a four-pickup-button style BPM for both transverse
directions. The electric field is shown for an electron beam and the horizontal
direction. Due to the properties of the beam and the corresponding field, this
design, which uses small pick-up buttons, is typically used at electron machines.
Figure 2.7: Illustration of a linear-cut style BPM (left: top view, right: 3-D
view) with triangular BPM plates for one transverse direction. This design, due
to the beam’s and corresponding fields properties, is typically used for hadron
machines. To obtain the position data for the other transverse direction, the
BPM is rotated by 90 degrees.
ically four pick up buttons, spread around the vacuum chamber circumference,
are utilized differentially to obtain one position readout. The induced voltage
depends on beam position, beam current and longitudinal charge distribution.
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The transverse position (x, y) is calculated by [18]:
x = 1
Sx
· Uright − Uleft
Uright + Uleft
+ δx ≡ 1
Sx
· ∆UxΣUx + δx (2.1)
y = 1
Sy
· Uup − Udown
Uup + Udown
+ δy ≡ 1
Sy
· ∆UyΣUy + δy (2.2)
where U are the respective button voltages, δ is the offset and S is the monitor
coefficient of the BPM. In case of DELTA the geometry is different (see fig. 2.8)
with two buttons on top and bottom of the vacuum chamber. In this case the
parameters change to [45]:
∆Ux = U2 − U1 + U4 − U3 (2.3)
ΣUx = U1 + U2 + U3 + U4 (2.4)
∆Uy = U1 − U3 + U2 − U4 (2.5)
ΣUy = U1 + U2 + U3 + U4 (2.6)
The beam position is measured at the positions of the BPMs, orbit data of
Figure 2.8: Cutting plane view of the DELTA vacuum chamber including four
BPM knobs.
intermediate positions can only be obtained by using beam optic calculations.
The beam position is always relative to the position of the BPM. A detailed
overview of different BPM systems is given in [18].
A second type of BPMs utilized at electron accelerators and light source facilities
are so called Photon Beam Position Monitor (PBPM). These measure (direction
and intensity of) synchrotron radiation photons which allows for the calculation
of the point of origin and thus indirectly the electron beam position. Examples
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of design are described in [77,84].
The change of an actual orbit towards a so called golden orbit is called orbit
correction. The transverse beam position is changed by altering the accelerator’s
magnetic lattice. Magnetic dipole fields for each transverse direction are used.
Depending on the technical details of the accelerator either dedicated correc-
tor magnets or so called combined function magnets, these are lattice magnets
which are equipped with additional corrector coils, are used. The achievable
correction in terms of maximum amplitude and frequency depends on the max-
imum attainable magnetic field frequency and distribution. Due to the nature
of recirculating accelerators, a magnetic field change at one point changes the
orbit globally. The most common method to obtain the numeric values for the
correction is to invert the so called beam response matrix. This matrix links the
influence of each corrector magnet’s magnetic field change to the resulting global
orbit. By inverting this matrix, a corrector setting for a given orbit change is
received. In most cases this matrix is not a square matrix as the number of
corrector magnets is not equal to the number number of BPMs). Hence the
mathematical operation of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used for the
inversion. An additional advantage of this method is the minimized integral
corrector strength for a given orbit change, which is a result of the mathemat-
ical properties of the method. The SVD method is only one way to calculate
a correction, in-depth information about this topics can be found in [94, Ch.
2.3.2] and [110].
The coefficients of the matrix can either be calculated theoretically from the
accelerator optic’s model or practically from the accelerator itself. The theo-
retical approach is valuable when planning a feedback design or when planning
the installation of corrector magnets, as it allows the evaluation of multiple
options. During operation the practical approach is usually taken, as it takes
the practical uncertainties and deviations of the theoretical model directly into
account. The procedure to find the matrix coefficients is usually the following,
assuming the accelerator’s lattice contains n correctors and m BPMs. As a first
step the influence of every one correctors on the beam orbit at each BPM has to
be measured. Each corrector strength is sequentially varied and the according
orbit change of the particle beam is measured. This results in a vector with
m rows, one for each corrector magnet. When combining all these vectors, a
matrix with m rows times n columns is obtained, this matrix is called the orbit
response matrix. Multiplying a vector of correction settings with this matrix
results in the corresponding beam orbit change at the BPM positions. After
inversion using the SVD method, the multiplication of the inverted matrix with
a vector of (desired) orbit changes results in a vector containing the required
values for the corrector magnets, see fig. 2.9.
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During normal accelerator operation the beam position is measured and the
orbit vector is created. By subtracting the ideal orbit vector from this orbit
vector an orbit change vector is generated i.e. the vector containing the neces-
sary orbit changes. These vectors are then multiplied with the inverted orbit
response matrix and the obtained correction to the magnetic fields can then be
transferred to the corrector-magnets power-supplies.
Due to the properties of the calculation, the matrix can also be split into single
columns or group of columns. This allows a local calculation of a single correc-
tor value, as long as the complete orbit data is available. Therefore a feedback
can be split into multiple corrector-calculation locations, which are connected
by data distribution network.
As the orbit should be corrected continuously, the calculation is done repeatedly
Corrector
O
rbit change
Matrix
inversion
Orbit Response Matrix
Desired
Orbit
change
Correction
BPM
Corrector
Figure 2.9: Orbit response matrix calculation and application. The response
matrix is created by measuring the influence of every corrector on the BPM-
positions. After inversion, a desired orbit change is multiplied with the matrix,
thus yielding the necessary corrector strength.
with the frequency of correction. Hence a major requirement for the application
of this method is the availability of the synchronized orbit data with the desired
frequency. As a result, this places hard synchronized real-time constraints on
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the feedback’s data acquisition and distribution.
2.4.2 Aims and limits of closed orbit feedbacks
The purpose of a closed orbit feedback is the stabilization of the beam’s two
transversal components (orbit) with respect to the requirements. The focus
of the feedback is the correction of unpredictable (non-periodic) influences on
the beam. The maximum frequency of beam motion which can be stabilized
is called the cut-off frequency (or 0dB-point) of the feedback system. It is the
main figure of merit for any orbit feedback. To understand the basic concept
of an orbit feedback, looking at the system as a control loop is beneficial. In
case of an orbit feedback, the control loops output can be approximated as a
low-pass filtering of the input. Figure 2.10 shows the frequency response (Bode
plot) of a first-order lowpass filter. At the cutoff frequency, the phase shift
of the output is 45° in comparison to the input. In case of an orbit feedback
this output is fed-back onto the input, it is clear that the input is not canceled
out completely for these frequencies. Therefore a suitable frequency range and
a corresponding underlying filter has to be found when designing a feedback
system. Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show an idealized view of the effect of a digital
feedback loop on the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the beam motion as
described in [94]. In this case also, due to the filter characteristic, the phase
shift between the current beam position and the actual output (the change of
the accelerator’s magnetic fields), is also frequency dependent. This results in
a good attenuation for low frequencies, declining up the cut-off frequency. For
higher frequencies, due to the phase error, the distortion is attenuated. Due to
the lower gain of the feedback loop at high frequencies, this effect is reduced
when nearing the maximum frequency of the system. The actual effect is very
much depending on the utilized hardware as well as on the correction algorithm
and filters used. Usually the filter is implemented as a digital filter. This allows
to easily change the filter coefficients to adapt the filter to the requirements.
Examples with different parameters can be found in [94]. In general it is always
desirable to establish an orbit feedback with a cut-off frequency as high as
possible. The final limitation in this respect for every feedback is the technical
boundary of the involved components, e.g. at DELTA the stainless steel vacuum
chambers hysteresis does not allow high frequency magnetic fields to effectively
act on the beam. In practice the required performance of a feedback is the direct
result from the design-budget of the beam motion.
Often an accelerator is designed and built without an orbit feedback. In
this case, a detailed analysis of measured PSDs provides the information for the
development of a corresponding feedback.
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Figure 2.10: Bode plot of a typical low-pass filter (first order). On top the
amplitude-response of the resulting signal is plotted, below the phase-response
of the signal. At the cutoff-frequency the phase shift is 45°. A feedback is
typically based on a filter like this, therefore the characteristics of the feedback
loop are very similar. (From: [107])
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Figure 2.11: Influence of an typical orbit correction on power spectral density
of white noise beam motion (left to right). The lower frequency components are
damped up to the 0dB point, due to delays higher frequency components are
amplified.
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Figure 2.12: Influence of a typical orbit correction on the basis of fig. 2.11,
assuming a more realistic pink noise spectrum beam motion. Proportionally
more energy is stored in well correctable frequencies below the 0dB-point, hence
an overall gain is achieved.
The beam motion sources (and thereby corresponding counter measures) can
be broadly categorized due to their frequency. The following list is a summary
of [4, 36], applicable to all accelerators and by no means exhaustive:
• Shortterm(<1hour)
– Mechanical vibrations: ground vibration, mechanical devices, girder
resonances, insertion device variation, cooling water circuits, power-
supplies, booster operation
– Electrical noise: power-supply noise, electrical stray fields, booster
operation
• Mediumterm(<1week):
– Variation of external conditions (mostly temperature related): vac-
uum chamber or magnet movement, watercooling, temperature, day/
night variations
• Longterm(>1week):
– Ground settlement
– Seasonal effects(temperature,rainfall), sun/moon tide cycle
In respect to the aims of orbit feedbacks, existing accelerators and stor-
age rings can be divided into the category of electron or hadron storage rings.
In case of electron storage rings, electron light sources are relevant to this
work. The difference itself is due to the different mass-to-charge ratio (mQ with
mproton/melectron ≈ 1836 [74]). Assuming the same kinetic energy, the associ-
ated technical dimensions and synchrotron radiation emission differ as a result.
The total emitted power P of the synchrotron radiation scales with the fourth
power of the mass. In this case [100, p. 767,21.38]
Pelectron
Pproton
≈ 1836.15264 = 1.367 · 1013.
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The energy loss due to the emission of photons in all three dimensions is com-
pensated for only longitudinally by the RF-system. As a result the transverse
beam motion is greatly reduced, which in turn allows for tighter constraints on
beam movement. This effect is called synchrotron radiation damping. In case
of hadron accelerators the damping effect is very weak and is usually neglected
(with exception of the LHC [109]).
With respect to the integral magnetic fields, the required physical length of the
accelerator’s magnets scales linear to the mass-to-charge ratio (Lorentz force in
combination with Newtons law).
Position stability requirements at synchrotron light sources
The aim of beam stabilization at synchrotron light sources is the stabilization
of the synchrotron light flux at the beam line experiments. This applies to all
possible degrees-of-freedom of beam stability and flux stability. Today fast orbit
feedbacks are major components of transversal beam stabilization measures.
This is a demanding task and the main goal of ongoing beam stability research
[4].
The exact beam stability requirements (including the transversal beam stability)
result from the synchrotron light flux stability requirements of each beam line
experiment. Even though the exact numbers strongly depend on the accelerator,
a general accepted rule of thumb for modern synchrotron light sources is to have
an accuracy for positioning and pointing below a few percent of beam size and
divergence. The dependency between beam position offset and flux transmission
change is essentially quadratic [36].
Stability requirements at hadron storage rings
Hadron storage rings are aimed differently as most hadron machines are utilized
as particle colliders. The qualitative factor for those experiments is often the
(integral) beam luminosity (see section 2.2.1). In case of orbit feedbacks the
missing synchrotron radiation damping results in different spectra of transversal
beam movement. The higher particle mass results in a generally lower correction
frequency for feedback systems. This is due to the physically larger magnets
required (as direct result of the mass-to-charge ratio and indirect due to the
larger aperture required due to the higher emittance, see section 2.6.1). In terms
of an equivalent electric circuit of an electromagnet, in this case it is dominated
by the series of the main coils resistance (R) and especially the inductance
(L). The physically larger the electromagnet is, the higher the resistance and
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inductance becomes. This in turn means the natural time constant
τ = L
R
of the system increases. Therefore a comparably higher voltage is required to
drive an electric current to produce an equivalent magnetic field. As such the
maximum technically achievable frequency is limited for larger electromagnets.
As a consequence hadron machines are usually utilizing closed orbit feed-
backs with cut-off frequencies of below 10 Hz, reducing the opposable noise
sources. The general objective in this case is “to keep the beam in the pipe!” [88].
Many hadron accelerators do not feature a closed orbit correction loop because
of corresponding low orbit stability requirements. The accelerator’s global pa-
rameters (including the magnetic lattice) are optimized in those cases by oﬄine
computation or trial-and-error.
Nevertheless experimental demands rise and therefore the demand for a sta-
ble orbit, good reproducibility and increased luminosity. Even though positional
stability is only part of the parameter space, a closed orbit feedback is a neces-
sary mean to reach maximum possible results.
2.4.3 Orbit measurement and correction at DELTA
Orbit measurement at the DELTA storage ring is accomplished by an orbit
measurement system, which contains 54 BPMs. One BPM consists of four
BPM knobs, integrated into the vacuum chamber (see fig. 2.8) and one readout
electronic, calculating the beam position. These electronics are manufactured
by Bergoz Instrumentation [43] called the Bergoz MX-BPMs. The electronics
are of analog type. This means the analog BPM knobs signals are fed to an
analog position calculation circuit, which supplies an analog signal representing
the beam position.
The Bergoz electronics are installed, (usually) in bunches of four in one special
Bergoz cradle, distributed at the girders of the DELTA accelerator. 14 of these
BPMs are installed in BoDo for orbit measurement. The LINAC utilizes no
BPM knobs, the T1 transfer structure uses no BPMs, the T2 transfer structure
makes use of 3 single shot BPMs by Bergoz Instrumentation. The system is
described in detail in [83, Ch. 2], the BPMs themselves are described in [83, Ch.
3.1.1]. Connected in parallel to the Bergoz MX-BPMs, a total of seven I-Tech
Libera are installed around two of the insertion devices (for details see [35]).
Orbit correction at DELTA is currently implemented as a global Slow Orbit
Feedback (SOFB) as part of the control system (see section 3.1.2). Figure 2.13
shows the data path for this system. The actual correction calculation is a
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Figure 2.13: Data path of BPM position data to control system at DELTA. The
analog beam position signal is digitized after position computation by the Bergoz
MX-BPMs. By utilizing a CAN interface for the IOCs, the digital position data
is supplied to the control net, and thereby to the slow orbit correction. After
correction calculation the corrector coil current is set to the required value,
utilizing the control system data path.
program which runs on one of the control system terminals. The typical cut-off
frequency of this is below 10 Hz. The limiting factor in this case is the control
systems maximum data update rate as well as the interface for the corrector
power supplies [110, Ch. 8.2]. For details of this system see [32].
Aims and limits of the DELTA closed orbit feedback is the reduction of the
transverse beam motion. Utilization of the storage ring as a light source sets the
aim for the allowable range of beam motion to 10 percent of the beam size [34].
Because of the technical limitations, the SOFB is aimed only at low frequency
distortions. The goal is to increase orbit reproducibility and eliminate the need
to manually correct the beam position in case of long term drifts.
The FOFB is aimed at further reducing the remaining high frequency beam
motion. For this reason the technical components have been selected or designed
to meet this demand. The final limitation for DELTA is set by the storage rings
stainless steel vacuum chamber. Due to its technical properties it acts like a low-
pass filter to the applied magnetic field. Prior measurements have determined
the 3 dB point of the transmission to be at a frequency of 1.3 kHz for the
horizontal direction [94].
2.4.4 Orbit measurement and correction at COSY
COSY utilizes 29 shoebox (electrode pairs) BPMs, about 5 per betatron oscilla-
tion, to measure the beam position using sum and difference signal. 16 of these
have a round cross section, whereas 11 which are used in bending sections have
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a rectangular cross section. Details of the mechanical construction are described
in [62]. Figure 2.14 shows the side view of a round cross section BPM. The
natively used readout electronics are presented in detail in [6].
COSY is not equipped with an on-line orbit correction. In case of a misaligned
orbit, the measured position is transferred to the ORBIT system, a dedicated
software tool which was created for COSY lattice calculations (see [14]). The
software then calculates the required corrector values which are then applied to
the accelerator’s magnetic lattice.
Figure 2.14: Mechanical design view of a round cross-section COSY-BPM. For
the two transverse directions, the two sets of slit BPM plates, are combined
in one space-saving housing. The plates are directly connected to electrical
connectors leading to the outside of the vacuum chamber. From: [62]
Aims of the COSY closed orbit feedback is the improvement of the beam
control and as such the improvement of beam cooling time. In case of the
HESR a closed orbit feedback system is also aimed at higher intensity as well as
improved beam control. In case of COSY an electron cooler is being used, in case
of the HESR it is going to be used, for beam cooling. A stable orbit is required
for the best achievable electron/hadron overlap. The highest possible intensity
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and beam lifetime for experiments on the other hand, a situation similar to
SIS18, is again achieved by an optimized and feedback controlled orbit.
2.4.5 Orbit measurement and correction at SIS18
The SIS18 is structured into 12 symmetric sections (magnetic periods) con-
taining 2 bending dipoles, 3 quadrupoles, BPMs, vertical correctors and (not
symetric) horizontal correctors [68]. The straight vacuum chamber sections are
utilized for different devices (e.g. insertion, extraction devices). The 12 BPMs
Figure 2.15: Schematic overview of the SIS18 structure and sections, figure
from [23]
utilized are, due to their appearance, known as “shoebox” BPMs. A scheme is
presented in fig. 2.7, the construction itself is discussed in detail in [55]. The ana-
log signal coming from the BPMs is amplified and feed to I-Tech Libera Hadron
type position calculation. After processing the digital data is transferred to
data-servers which also implement the connection to the control system. The
design is presented in detail in [47].
The orbit is corrected by 6 horizontal and 12 vertical steering magnets (steer-
ers). The horizontal steerers are built-in correction coils inside the bending
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dipoles. The vertical steerers are dedicated dipole coils [71].
Aims of the SIS18 closed orbit feedback are set with respect to the planned
FAIR facility. As no closed loop feedback currently exists, the aims of a feedback
are an easier and faster control of the beam’s centre of mass during ramping, as
well as a correction of unwanted low frequency disturbances to assist reaching
the set intensity goal. The positive effect of a corrected orbit on the SIS18 beam
lifetime and thus on the maximum possible intensity has been shown by [70].
2.5 Synchrotron energy ramping
Circular accelerators are designed for a given trajectory of the charged particles.
The primarily involved equipment in this process are dipole magnets, which
bend the path of the charged particles, and cavities, which supply the particle’s
energy. The path of the particle is received after solving the equations of the
forces acting on it. A particle with charge q and velocity ~v receives the Lorentz
force ~F , inside an electromagnetic field
d
dt
~p = ~F = ~FE + ~FB = q
(
~E + (~v × ~B)
)
.
In case of an idealized homogeneous magnetic field inside the dipole magnets,
setting ~E = 0 and ~v ⊥ ~B, this transforms to
d
dt
p = q |~v|
∣∣∣ ~B∣∣∣ = qvB.
As a result the particle trajectory is describing a segment of a circle. For the
relativistic momentum
p = mv = γm0v
where γ is the relativistic factor, after combination
d
dt
γm0v = qvB
is received. The centripetal force for a trajectory on a circle with radius r is
a = d
dt
v = v
2
r
,
for a stable closed loop it has to be equal to the Lorentz force
v2
r
= qvB
γm0
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Solving this equation for B yields
B = γmov
qr
.
As the trajectory is given, r has to be constant. q is assumed to be constant.
Therefore a change of the magnetic field B requires a change of velocity v and
vice versa.
Synchrotron accelerators fulfil this requirement by increasing or decreasing the
bending magnetic field synchronously with the particles’ momentum. The mo-
mentum itself is changed, when the particle passes through the directed elec-
tromagnetic field inside the accelerator’s cavity. A common way to display the
progression of the acceleration process is a plot of the particles’ energy, and
therefore the bending magnets magnetic field, versus time . Figure 2.16 shows
a typical ramping process, the acceleration of particles from a start-momentum
to different (typically higher) kinetic energy. It is usually divided into three
phases. First the injection of particles into the synchrotron. The electromag-
netic configuration of the accelerator is held constant and set to accept the
injected particles, e.g. it is matched to the kinetic energy of the injected parti-
cles. Depending on the accelerator, the beam is bunched directly by the means
of the cavity. After the injection the particles’ momentum is increased by the use
of cavities, synchronously the bending magnets magnetic field is increased. This
process is called the actual ramp. When the desired particles kinetic energy is
reached, the magnetic field is held constant again to extract the particles. This
phase, due to its appearance, is called flat top. After this, the configuration is
ramped down again for the next ramping phase to start.
For electron acceleration, due to their small mass, the cavity’s frequency can
be kept constant during this process as the actual velocity is relativistic already
at injection energy. This also results in a synchronicity of cavity frequency and
beam bunches.
In case of hadrons, due to their larger mass, the change of particle momen-
tum results in a change of particle velocity. In this case the frequency of the
cavity is increased during the ramping process. This makes the particles non-
synchronous to the cavity frequency and in case of beam diagnostic bunch recog-
nition, advanced techniques have to be utilized. Also the γ-transition energy
is sometimes crossed during this ramping, requiring a phase adjustment of the
cavities (see [100, ch.5.4.6].
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Figure 2.16: Typical three-phase progress of a single synchrotron ramping. Par-
ticles are injected and bunched during injection phase at injection energy con-
figuration. During ramping the kinetic energy and the bending magnetic field
is increased until the desired energy level is reached. During the extraction
phase, called the flat top, the configuration is held steady until all particles are
extracted. The ramping is followed by down-ramping for the next cycle.
2.5.1 Ramping and Magnetic Hysteresis
Hysteresis characterizes a system, whose current output state is not only de-
pendent on the current input, but also on the past state of the output. As a
result, depending on the past state, the system is able to reach different output
states by the same input [104] [105].
Bending magnets are typically electromagnets consisting of an electric coil
and a ferromagnetic yoke. Ferromagnetic materials in general underlie magnetic
hysteresis as a material property. As a consequence the magnetic field is not
directly proportional to the applied current, but also to the magnetization of the
material. Figure 2.17 shows an idealized ferromagnetic hysteresis curve. When
increasing the coil current and thereby the external magnetic field H influencing
the yoke material, the magnetic field B inside the yoke changes depending on
its pre-magnetization. Also the material is subject to saturation, limiting the
maximum possible internal field.
A well defined magnetic gradient during each ramping is essential for op-
eration. This is degraded by the effect of the hysteresis. To countermeasure
the standard procedure [69] is an additional conditioning phase after each each
ramp (see fig. 2.18). During this phase the material is driven into saturation,
creating common start point for the next magnetic cycle.
A second effect in case of steep current gradients are occurring eddy currents
which degenerate the magnetic field.
To countermeasure the combination of both effects, a magnetic field feedback is
proposed [69].
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Figure 2.17: Sketched magnetic hysteresis curve. Magnetic field H versus mag-
netic field B, saturation level HS and coercivity HC (input field required to
zero internal field). Zero point magnetization is shown in blue. Figure amended
from [103]
.
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Figure 2.18: Typical synchrotron ramping with additional conditioning phase
after extraction. By driving the magnetic ferrite into saturation a well defined
starting point for the next ramping cycle is set.
2.6 Transverse beam emittance and acceptance
2.6.1 Emittance
Following the common definition of properties in [5], each particle in an accel-
erator is characterized by the six-tuple
(x, px, y, py, σ, E)
where x, y are the particle’s transversal coordinates in relation to the ideal
beam-particle path. The transversal impulse components are px ≈ x′ · p0 and
py ≈ y′ · p0, with p0 being the ideal beam particles impulse. σ (or often referred
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to as s) is the longitudinal coordinate on the ideal beam path from a defined
zero reference point (often also expressed as longitudinal phase deviation from
the synchronous phase ϕ = ψ − ψs [100, ch. 8.2.1]). The particles energy E is
usually given either as the total impulse or as deviation from the ideal beam
particle’s energy (∆E).
To describe a particle beam, containing many particles with similar values in
the six-tuple, an ensemble six-tuple can be formed. This tuple can represent
the beam as a whole or in well defined fractions (e.g. bunches).
Making the assumption of linear beam dynamics and no coupling between
the horizontal and vertical transverse planes, it is sufficient to consider the two
dimensional phase space of x, x′ (and y, y′ respectively). The beam is then
characterized by the statistic parameters of the phase space.
The phase space is obtained by following the steps in [108, Ch. 3.8ff] and [86]
with [63], generally solving the equation of motion for one transverse dimension
of a particle in an accelerator. The result is
x(s) =
√

√
βx(s) cos(Φ(s) + φ) (2.7)
x′(s) = −
√
√
βx(s)
[αx(s) cos(Φ(s) + φ) + sin(Φ(s) + φ)]. (2.8)
Where β(s) is the amplitude function , Φ and φ the phase function of motion
and the emittance . After substitution and introduction of γ the resulting
equation
γ(s)x2(s) + 2α(s)x(s)x′(s) + β(s)x′2(s) = .
shows the relation between x and x′, for a beam with so called Twiss Parameters
α, β, γ. This is the general equation of an ellipse in the x-x′ plane, having the
area
 = F
pi
. (2.9)
This ellipse is called the particle phase space ellipse. At this point the assump-
tion is made, that Liouville’s theorem is satisfied in this model of accelerators.
As a result, the area of the ellipse and thus  becomes a constant of motion of
each particle.
To define a practical emittance of a particle beam, consisting of many parti-
cles, the transverse charge density distribution can be assumed to be Gaussian
in the form of
p(x, z) = Ne2piσxσz
exp
(
− x
2
2σ2x
− z
2
2σ2z
)
,
for a beam consisting of N particles of charge e, z being the vertical beam axis
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and σx, σy the gaussian standard deviation for the transverse directions. By
setting z = 0 the horizontal distribution
p(x) = p0 exp
(
− x
2
2σ2x
)
with p0 = Ne2piσxσz is obtained. Different definitions of emittance are used
throughout the accelerator community [78, p. 348].The most common approach
for electron machines is to define the beam emittance STD as beam emittance.
This is the emittance defined by the particles which are inside the 1-sigma en-
vironment of the density distribution via
STD =
σ2(s)
β(s)
The corresponding phase space ellipse area (see eq. (2.9)) contains 39% of the
assumably two-dimensional-gaussian distributed particles [63].
Hadron machines usually use the 95% beam emittance, which contains 95%
of all beam particles. This is due to the fact that hadron beams are not nec-
essarily gaussian distributed. If assuming a gaussian distribution, roughly 95%
of the particles are contained in an emittance phase space ellipse corresponding
to the 2.5σ environment of the beam distribution.
95% =
(2.5σ(s))2
β(s) .
The physical emittance of modern 3rd generation light sources is in the
range of nm rad [3, p.17] (e.g. Diamond Light Source: 2.74 nm rad horizontal,
0.0274 nm rad vertical), while hadron accelerators are in the range of µm rad
(normalized SIS18 at injection: 0.78pi µm rad horizontal, 2.49pi µm rad vertical
[25]; normalized LHC: 3.75µm [9]).
2.6.2 Acceptance
Sufficient physical space for the passing beam is a critical criterion for accelerator
operation. The space required for one beam particle in the transversal direction
is defined by the corresponding emittance and β function of the accelerator.
The maximum possible position amplitude for a particle at a given position s is
xmax(s) =
√
βx(s).
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In analogy to this, an accelerators acceptance is defined as the minimum of the
local acceptance
A = min (A(s)) = min
(
d(s)2
β(s)
)
where A(s) is the local acceptance, and d(s) the corresponding vacuum cham-
ber dimension. The acceptance can be regarded as an emittance, which makes
direct comparison possible if a particle is able to pass through the accelerator
structure.
In practice the accelerator’s acceptance has to be larger than the beam emit-
tance. With electron machines a factor of seven is suggested as a minimum,
A > 50STD is regarded as well operational. This is due to the fact, that the
emittance is only conserved for conservative systems. The internal energy loss
due to synchrotron radiation causes a stochastic change in the betatron ampli-
tude which also allows for possibly large amplitudes of motion. In addition to
this the STD contains only a fraction of the beam, with particles in noteworthy
percentage being around a 4σ environment.
Hadron machines, which in general produce negligible synchrotron radiation
due to the higher mass of the particles, are operational with a much lower
acceptance to emittance ratio. [20, Ch.2.3.1.3.1] states a value of A > 2 for a
high energy transport line. One of the limiting factors here is the beam particle
momentum spread which, depending on the optical structure of the accelerator,
causes particles to travel on dispersion orbits, hence needing more physical size
for the beam. The emittance assigned to such a beam is called the dispersion
emittance [89, Sl. 21]).
2.7 FPGAs
Whenever complex digital data has to be processed in parallel or with determin-
istic timing, the “classic” approach is to built a dedicated integrated circuit. To
design such application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) is a time consuming
task and uneconomic for small circuit quantities. Hence reprogrammable chips
have been developed to close this gap. These allow to directly implement and
test a circuit design. During time the internal complexity of these chips is ris-
ing steadily, with different internal structures being used. At first very basic
Programmable Logic Arrays (PLAs) were used, then more advanced Generic
Array Logics (GALs) and Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLDs) and
nowadays Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are available in a range
of complexities. The latter are being utilized for this work.
As a number of different internal architectures are available, the basic process
of development including the software structure, is common to all of them. The
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following subsections present an introduction to this process. The subsequent
subsection describes the so called Intellectual Property Cores (IP cores), a com-
mon software design practice for FPGA programming.
2.7.1 FPGA logic
FPGAs are integrated circuits, capable of being reprogrammed after manufac-
turing. The FPGA itself contains programmable logic components and inter-
connections [101] which are wired to correspond to the configuration. FPGAs,
by design, are capable of true parallel data processing. Due to these proper-
ties, they are typically used when a small number of versatile circuits for large
amounts of complex parallel data processing is required. Typical clock frequen-
cies are in the 100 MHz range, depending on the design.
The FPGA design flow follows multiple steps, the complete process it called
design “synthesis”. At first a valid configuration is typically specified using a
Hardware Description Language (HDL). The programming code is then trans-
formed into a Register Transfer Level (RTL) description and afterwards into
a setting for the internal logic gates. The result is then used to program the
actual FPGA chip.
FPGAs in general differ in three properties: The number of logic gates, which
define how much logic can be stored. The internal structure, which determines
how the information is represented internally. The additional internal hardware,
like a micro-processor which enhances the functionality of the device.
A more in depth view of the FPGA used during this thesis, as well as further
information about the design process, is found in [83, ch. 3.1.2].
2.7.2 IP core
An IP core is a piece of reusable software which represents a functional logic
block for an FPGA with well defined interfaces. This functional block can be
of any size, a single logical AND-gate can be regarded as an IP core as well
as a complete processor design. The ability to reuse these blocks in different
designs rapidly saves development time. Figure 2.19 shows a basic example
of reusing one IP core in two different designs. Therefore combining different
cores to compose a bigger system is very common. The equivalent of a com-
piler based programming language would be the usage of libraries. Even though
these exist in HDLs as well, the difference is usually a self contained functional-
ity. This means, not only single operations on specified data are performed by
library functions, but a complete functional block, e.g. an internal memory, is
represented by the IP core.
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FPGA 1
Ethernet
IP core 1
(e.g. Ethernet connection)
FPGA 2
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Figure 2.19: Example of universal IP-core usage. Instead of completely reimple-
menting the required functionality, the ethernet IP core is instantiated in both
designs.
IP cores are available in different formats, representing the different levels of
synthesis. Most common are three types: HDL based, netlist type, and hard-IP-
Core. The first type is a representation of the functionality in form of a HDL.
This enables every option of adoption and synthesis. The second type, the so
called “netlist” version, is a further synthesized version of a design. It contains
the description of the design’s logical blocks and interconnections. This enables
a better synthesis of the complete design as the internal routing of signals can
still be optimized. On the other hand the designs are not easily modified, which
protects the intellectual property contained in the core. The third type, Hard-
IP-Cores, are cores which contain a hardware representing format. These cores
can only be integrated as a whole into the design, often only on specific FPGA
models. This offers good protection of the contained intellectual property at
the cost of flexibility.
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Chapter 3
Fast Orbit Feedback system
design
This chapter gives an overview of the design-process of a fast orbit feedback. A
general introduction to feedbacks as control loops is given and a more detailed
categorization of orbit feedbacks, including possible advantages and disadvan-
tages of different designs, is presented. The chapter closes with the conceptual
development of the DELTA, COSY and SIS18 orbit feedbacks and the resulting
required data acquisition structure for each feedback.
3.1 General design
3.1.1 Orbit feedback as a control loop - requisites
Control theory defines a feedback as a system which tries to minimize the de-
viation between an actual level and the reference level of a specified system
parameter. An orbit feedback is a system, which is designed to optimise the
orbit of a particle beam by means of magnetic fields to a reference level, which is
called the reference orbit. Because the goal is to reduce the deviation, it can be
classified as a so called “negative feedback” system [102]. An orbit feedback is
usually realized as a closed loop controller, where the effect of the applied correc-
tion is measured (in contrast to an open loop controller which has no feedback
over the effect of the correction). The beam orbit is constantly measured in a
loop and a correction is then calculated and applied. Figure 3.1 shows an ab-
stract overview of an accelerator orbit control loop. In contrast to Single Input
and Single Output systems, a typical storage ring orbit feedback is a Multiple
Input and Multiple Output system, with the beam orbit being measured as well
as corrected at multiple locations. Under the assumption of linear accelerator
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Figure 3.1: A basic closed orbit control loop for accelerators. The data source are
the beam position monitors which couple to the particle beams electromagnetic
field. A transverse position is then calculated from this data, which is used
as input for the actual correction calculation. The result is a change in the
magnetic configuration of the accelerator, which is applied to the accelerator’s
electromagnets by corresponding power supplies.
optics, an idealized orbit feedback is a Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system. It
is linear because the superposition of beam offsets cause a superposition of cor-
rective magnetic fields. It is time invariant because identical input parameters
at any time produce identical output parameters with a set delay.
To reduce complexity, a real orbit feedback design should meet both proper-
ties. The linearity is achieved by the correction algorithms utilized. The time
invariance has to be guaranteed by the use of corresponding time deterministic
hardware like FPGAs or fixed delay circuits.
A real accelerator has additional parameters which are non-linear, vary over
time and are not regarded by a LTI feedback. The design should keep the ef-
fects of these parameters to an acceptable minimum. A second approach is to
measure the effect and adopt the feedback loop, increasing the complexity of
the feedback system.
3.1.2 Classification of orbit feedback systems
Even though there is no fixed convention which is used throughout, orbit control
systems can be broadly classified by the following criteria:
Orbit influence: Generally a feedback is called local, if only a part of the
existing BPMs and correctors are utilized by the feedback. On the other hand
a global feedback is usually utilizing all of the existing BPMs and correctors. In
terms of optical functions a local orbit feedback should only influence the orbit
inside a closed orbit bump, leaving the rest of the beam’s orbit undisturbed. A
feedback can be called global, if corrector magnets and BPMs cover the entire
accelerator lattice. A sufficient distance between each station is 90 degrees
betatron phase advance [2, ch. 6.3.1].
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Speed of correction: A figure of merit for an orbit feedback is the maximum
rate of correction. Depending on the accelerator, a feedback is typically called
a Slow Orbit Feedback (SOFB) if the maximum correction rate is below 10 Hz.
Feedbacks working within a typical range of 10 Hz to 10 kHz are usually called
Fast Orbit Feedbacks (FOFBs).
Beam position data source: The main data source for the position data
are the BPMs which directly couple to the electric field of the accelerated par-
ticles (see section 2.4.1). To improve beam stability most third generation light
sources also use Photon Beam Position Monitors (PBPMs) as part of beam
position monitoring [73]. These PBPMs are usually situated inside a photon
beamline, indirectly measuring the beam position by detecting the beam emit-
ted synchrotron radiation heading and position. An integration of the PBPMs
as data source into the feedback control loop is also possible.
Control loop implementation: As the correction algorithm can be split
to a desired number of separate matrix multiplications, the calculation of a
correction can be split to different physical locations. This means, a feedback
can be implemented in a centralized or distributed manner. Figure 3.2 shows
BPMs
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troller
Closed
orbit
beam
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troller
Con-
troller
BPMs
Magnets
Data
distribution/
Synchronization
Closed
orbit
beam
Figure 3.2: Global centralized feedback (left). The data is collected in a cen-
tral point, where also the correction is calculated. Global distributed feedback
(right). The data is collected by different stations which interchange their posi-
tion data and calculate the corresponding corrections.
a structural view of both systems. The advantages and disadvantages of each
approach is summarized in the following list, adopted from [87]:
• Centralized feedbacks feature a central point. All incoming BPM data are
transferred to this location, the corrections are calculated and send out to
the corrector power supplies and correctors.
This allows multiple options of data processing, filtering etc. Additional
features, like a feed forward system, can easily be integrated into the
control loop. Also the configuration and adaptation is easier than with
multiple, possibly different, feedback stations.
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Critical to operation is the total network delay. Depending on the acceler-
ator layout a central point also results in long cable length and therefore
high signal runtime from BPM to the central point as well as back to
the correctors and corrector power supplies. Also the amount of network
connections to the central point is quite high. This also results in high
incoming and outgoing data rates. Depending on the filtering and correc-
tion calculations made, a centralized approach may also result in a high
computational workload. Today’s standard PCs are easily capable of these
computations, but it does become an issue when dealing with smaller -
e.g. embedded systems. The scalability of such systems is limited, the
ability to reduce or enlarge the number of BPMs and correctors has to be
taken into account at system design time.
• Distributed systems partition the feedback loop. Each station has an ar-
bitrary number of BPMs and correctors attached. The required BPM
information for correction calculation is transferred between the stations
using a data network.
This reduces the number of incoming and outgoing connections of each
station. As a result the internal data rates and the computational power
needed is proportionally reduced. Depending on the design and the struc-
ture, failure of one or more stations does not necessarily lead to a break-
down of the entire system. Distributed systems are easier to maintain in
respect to exchangeability of single stations.
The disadvantage is a lower flexibility on the software side. A change of
the feedback algorithm or other software has to be updated on every sta-
tion. To ensure a timed correction, a synchronization structure is required
as well as a data transfer structure which is capable of the deterministic
data distribution. The separation of each corrector station results in inde-
pendent orbit changes. The correction algorithm has to be designed not
to create local orbit feedbacks which interfere with each other. The worst
case would be a system which creates a non-closed orbit. In addition to the
structural differences, the cost of the additional hardware for the stations
as well as the data-distributing and synchronization structures required
has to be taken into account.
3.2 Design for DELTA
The FOFB system for DELTA is required to be a modular, upgradeable re-
search orientated global feedback. As a first step, a distributed feedback as
general structure was chosen. This decision is the result of a number of practi-
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cal constraints that were taken into account:
• As described in section 2.4.3, the orbit is measured by a mixture of Bergoz
BPMs and I-Tech Libera Electron/Brilliance BPMs. To keep a homoge-
neous environment and save development time, this system had to be
extended to support the additional feedback stations. In general the qual-
ity of the correction rises with the number of BPMs, therefore both BPM
types had to be integrated into the feedback system as data sources.
• The actual correction calculation, that is the implementation of the SVD-
algorithm and finding of suitable feedback parameters, for DELTA had to
be developed.
• The possible installation positions and thereby the number of correctors
and their strength was not set at design stage. The design had to be kept
open in that respect.
• A centralized feedback implementation requires a deterministic and fast
network structure from the BPMs to the central point and back to the
correctors. The existing DELTA control net, due to the internal timing
constraints, is not directly suitable for such a purpose. Therefore a new
network structure would have to be built up, attaching to both types of
BPM electronics. At design time, there was no commercially available
network hardware which directly fulfilled these constraints. On the other
hand, the Diamond Communication Controller (DCC) for distributed sys-
tems was already available to DELTA as an pre-implemented IP core(see
section 2.7.2). In any case the Bergoz BPMs would require additional
front-end hardware, therefore choosing a FPGA based design enabled the
integration of the Bergoz BPMs and I-Tech Libera Electron/Brilliance
electronics into one system. Also the clocking and synchronization hard-
ware required for the I-Tech Libera electronics was already developed and
installed (at the I-Tech Libera electronics installation points).
• The design of the Bergoz interface electronics (or station) was also under-
lying practical constraints. The existing Bergoz MX-BPMs are installed
in sets of four (or less) inside Bergoz BPM-chassis around the DELTA
storage ring. In order to keep cable length to a minimum, each station
had to be able to connect to one of these chassis with an arbitrary number
of connections.
• Apart from these physical constraints, operational constraints were also an
issue. During the development the accelerator had to remain operational
on hardware and on software (control system) level. A suitable on the
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shelf test-bed had to be created. A possible integration into the control
net, down-sampling and as thus utilizing the fast feedback orbit data for
the slow feedback application had to be prepared. This has the advantage
of higher orbit precision [83, Ch. 6.2.3].
• A good maintainability and easy operation was key to the design. This
had to result in the usage of standard user interfaces software and, in case
of the developed distributed feedback, the use of equally built stations
which are interchangeable with each other.
• The feedback system was set out to be economically reasonable. This had
to be achieved by utilizing as much pre-made as well as in-house built
components in combination with existing hardware.
All of these requirements were best satisfied by a global distributed feedback,
based on FPGA controller stations utilizing the DCC as communication inter-
face. These stations were then called “BPM-Extender” for the Bergoz BPMs.
Figure 3.3 shows a schematic view of the resulting layout. The promising results
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Figure 3.3: Structure of a global distributed orbit feedback for the DELTA
storage ring. A mixed number of BPMs and correctors are connected to each
controller. Correction calculation is distributed, the orbit data is transferred
over a fast data structure
of the experimental local FOFB developed during previous works [83, 94] were
part of this process.
Figure 3.4 shows the layout of the FOFB integrated with the SOFB. Aux-
iliary connections for synchronization (common clock), trigger signals (rising
edge trigger) as well as control system connections (ethernet) were omitted.
The design is evolved from the design in [83, Ch. 4.1]. The prototype FPGA-
board as well as the corrector station is replaced by the BPM-Extender device
as a hardware platform.
The analog position data is transferred from the BPM knobs to the BPMs
electronics, where the actual beam position is calculated. In case of the Bergoz
MX-BPMs utilized, this is an analog calculation, resulting in an analog position
value. This analog value is split between the SOFB data path and the FOFB
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Figure 3.4: BPM data path for slow and fast orbit correction system. The fast
orbit data is exchanged between Libera and Extender devices via DCC.
data path. For the already existing SOFB it is converted by Analog-Digital-
Converters (ADCs) after an analog low pass filter (see [32, 110]). The ADCs
data is then made available to the control system by IOCs. The control systems
orbit control calculates a slow correction, which is applied through IOCs to the
corresponding power supplies.
The analog FOFB position data from the Bergoz MX-BPM is converted to
the digital domain by the BPM-Extender stations, utilizing the on-board ADCs.
The orbit data is exchanged using the fast data network (Diamond CC), which
features BPM-Extenders as well as I-Tech Libera devices. The latter are directly
connected to the BPM knobs and digitally sample the analog button values to
compute the beam’s position. The BPM-Extender corrector stations calculate
the correction and apply it to the beam using power supplies and corrector
magnets.
The system is integrated into the DELTA control net (see section 2.1.2) by
running EPICS servers. These supply the orbit and status data as well as receive
control data.
3.3 Design for COSY/HESR
COSY itself is utilised as a testbed for the upcoming HESR(see [30]), especially
for the upcoming HESR electron cooler (see [93]). Therefore the design had to
take the requirement of a local feedback for an electron cooler into account. In
preparation of the global SIS18 feedback, the decision was taken to design a
local feedback at the existing COSY electron cooler with the prospect of to be
adopted later to the HESR electron cooler section. The main design strategy
from the DELTA system, including the distributed control loop, was kept. The
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formerly utilized hardware was reused where possible. The BPM system was
exchanged to fit to the COSY-BPMs requirements. Figure 3.5 shows a structural
Libera
Hadron
Libera
Hadron
Con-
troller
Con-
troller
Figure 3.5: Planned local orbit feedback for the COSY accelerator electron
cooler section. Two Hadron BPMs are used for the beam position calculation.
The position data is sent to two DELTA, BPM-Extender type, corrector sta-
tions. These calculate the required correction and drive the corrector magnets
power supplies.
overview of the COSY orbit feedback system.
The specific requirements and the resulting impact on the design were:
• COSY is a proton/deuteron accelerator using corresponding type BPMs
(see section 2.2.1).
• Hadron BPMs require suitable position calculation electronics. In this
case the I-Tech Libera Hadron (see appendix B.1.4) was chosen. These
electronics feature the same FPGA as used in the other designs. A software
package for bunch recognition and position calculation, developed at the
GSI facility, is available [27].
• The DCC had to be integrated into the GSI I-Tech Libera Hadron FPGA
design to integrate the I-Tech Libera Hadron electronics into the feedback
control loop.
• As triggered measurements are planned, a suitable way for trigger inputs
had to be found.
• COSY is run by the COSY-control system (see [65, 66]). A way to to
integrate the feedback into the control system had to be found.
The main task was the integration of the DCC on the I-Tech Libera Hadron
(details in section 4.2). Figure 3.5 shows the resulting fast local feedback struc-
ture for a proton accelerator, featuring a distributed control loop.
The analog data from the shoebox type BPMs is converted to the digital
domain using the I-Tech Libera Hadron BPMs. The calculated position is then
transferred via the communication structure (DCC) to the BPM-Extender type
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Figure 3.6: COSY feedback control loop. Data is sampled by I-Tech Libera
Hadron, transferred using the DCC, correction is calculated and applied using
the BPM-Extender. The control system is integrated via Webserver displaying
the orbit and SSH connection for control.
corrector stations, where the correction is calculated and forwarded to the cor-
rector power supplies. Integration into the control system is achieved by a
webserver which is connected to the corrector stations (see fig. 3.6). This server
acts as a front-end to the system, displaying the position data as graphics on a
website as well as offering the ability to control the BPM-Extender and I-Tech
Libera Hadron behaviour via Secure Shell, see also [106] (SSH). Trigger signals,
generated by the control system, are applied to the system’s internal trigger
distribution.
3.4 Design for GSI/FAIR
The feedback design for the SIS18 accelerator follows the same design princi-
ples compared with the DELTA and COSY feedback designs, allowing the reuse
of the developed system components. In prospect of the FAIR project, it is a
testbed for the upcoming SIS100 and Schwer-Ionen-Synchrotron (SIS300) ac-
celerator feedbacks. The design for the SIS18 feedback had to follow certain
general requirements:
• The SIS18 is designed to accelerate hadrons and a range of ions (see sec-
tion 2.3.2), possibly resulting in different feedback parameters.
• The BPM electronics already utilized at the GSI are I-Tech Libera Hadrons
(see section 2.3.2).
• The feedback had to be designed to work at variable beam energies, specifi-
cally during the ramping period. At the SIS100 the accelerator optics, and
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therefore the response matrix for the correction, changes during ramping
(see section 2.3.2).
• Due to the upcoming FAIR upgrade, the control net is going to be restruc-
tured to a Front End Software Architecture (FESA) based system [72]. A
possible integration of the feedback into the FESA system had to be taken
into account by assuring technical compability.
Different particle types and bunch structures are supported by the FPGA
software on the I-Tech Libera Hadron, developed by the GSI [27]. The feedback
parameter set is not fixed, hence adoption of the feedback to different particle
beams is possible. The main task is the response matrix change during ramp-
ing. As this is a matter of software implementation, the software design takes
this alteration into account. The hardware and distributed control loop design
is not affected by this requirement. A possible integration of FESA software
components is achieved by using Linux as the operating system.
Libera
Hadron
Libera
Hadron
Libera
Hadron
Con-
troller
Con-
troller
Figure 3.7: Overview of the planned orbit feedback for the SIS18 accelerator,
for comparison see fig. 3.3. The beam position data is sampled by I-Tech Libera
Hadron type BPMs. The data is transferred via DCC to the BPM-Extender
type corrector stations, which calculate the correction and apply it to the beam
using corrector magnets.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate the resulting distributed system. It features
the same structure as the COSY system, with I-Tech Libera Hadron data acqui-
sition, BPM-Extender based corrector stations and ethernet server connectivity.
Connection to the control system is achieved via FESA.
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Figure 3.8: Planned SIS18 feedback control loop. Data is sampled by I-Tech
Libera Hadron, transferred using the DCC, correction is calculated and applied
using the BPM-Extender. The control system is integrated via FESA.
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Chapter 4
Implementation
This chapter describes the implementation of the feedback system components.
At first, a central element of the design, the BPM-Extender system, is described
in detail. It is followed by the implementation details of I-Tech Libera Hadron,
especially the Diamond Communication Controller. The chapter closes with a
description of the measurement system built and the installation at the different
accelerators.
4.1 The BPM-Extender 3000 system
The BPM-Extender system is a central component of the data acquisition and
thereby of the feedback design. Developing the hardware and software was the
most time consuming task during the course of this thesis.
The BPM-Extender system serves multiple purposes in the feedback systems.
The distributed control loop is composed of BPM-Extender type stations in all
presented feedback designs. The DELTA design also utilizes it as a Bergoz BPM
to DCC converter, utilizing the analog measuring capabilities and integrating
the Bergoz BPMs into the control loop. By software adaptations it is designed to
act as a corrector station doing the required correction calculations. Additional
connection options to different control system are possible by utilizing the on-
board processor.
The following subsections describe the design process. The result of this
process are the hardware structure and the software system structure, both are
described in the later subsections. The software structure is divided into the
different levels of the design. From the low-level FPGA structure, through the
mid-layers, up to the top-level Linux operating system.
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4.1.1 System design process
The design process of the BPM-Extender was grouped into three stages: Gath-
ering of the requirements, hardware design and software design. Both design
stages underwent a coarse to fine approach. After identifying the required com-
ponents a general system layout was created. Each component of this layout
was then elaborated step by step up to the required level of detail.
Technical requirements
The technical requirements which had to be met by the design are summarized
below:
• Connectivity for four Bergox MX-BPMs in one Bergoz RFC chassis. This
enables a mounting of the BPM-Extender near or next to the cradles, such
keeping the cable length for the analog signals to a minimum.
• Inputs for external system clock, machine clock and trigger as well as a
trigger enabled. These are the standard signals distributed around the
DELTA storage ring.
• FPGA based system. It is a requirement for the DCC connectivity and
ensures deterministic properties of the system.
• Fast Data output connection. This is a direct connection to the FPGAs
pins, keeping versatility to a maximum, e.g. to connect corrector power
supplies.
• Small form-factor pluggable (SFP)-slots. These are required for connec-
tivity to the fast orbit data communication structure.
• RS232 connection, which is the standard input and output method of the
in-built PowerPC. It is required for controlling and debugging.
• Remote access over Ethernet. The standard physical network technology
at DELTA is ethernet.
• Easy maintainability and connectivity.
Due to the system’s qualities, resulting from the requirements, the BPM-
Extender system can also be seen as a feedback system hardware platform which
is utilized differently by programming it with different software.
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4.1.2 Hardware components
The BPM-Extender device is a combination of commercially available compo-
nents as well as custom designed electronics. The choice of components and
combination into the system is described in the following.
The electronic circuit design, Printed Circuit Board (PCB)-layout, fabrica-
tion and assembly as well as simple hardware tests of the BPM-Extender devices
were conducted by the electronics development department of TU-Dortmunds
physics department.
FPGA as hardware base
An FPGA as underlying hardware architecture for the system was chosen for
multiple reasons. Apart from the requirement of an FPGA for the DCC,
the advantage is the deterministic behaviour of FPGAs based systems. It al-
lows synchronization and timekeeping of the feedback system whilst offering
re-programmability. The actual FPGA being used, including the board it is
soldered to, were already selected and evaluated beforehand (see [83]). This
also includes the basic layout for the input, clocking and trigger reception.
The BPM-Extender device hardware structure
Figure 4.1 shows the hardware structure of the BPM-Extender device. The
functional elements are combined into hardware blocks. Inside the casing they
share the same PCB for partitioning and flexibility. The logical partition en-
hances error finding capabilities and exchange of single components. A flexible
adoption of the design to specific needs if required is thereby possible. The main
component of the BPM-Extender is the FPGA carrier circuit board. The sec-
ondary component is the so called ADC-board which houses the ADCs and logic
for Bergoz connectivity as well as the physical inputs of the clocking and trigger
signals. SFP connectors for the fast data network are carried by the SFP-board,
a high-speed output adapter board transforms the high speed FPGA connec-
tion, the ethernet connector is guided to the outside. A RS232 display, four
switches and status Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) were added to the design for
maintainability and status indication. Figure 4.2 shows the actual component
layout inside the casing.
XUP-board
The Xilinx University Program (XUP) Virtex-II Pro Development System (in
short called XUP-board) is a commercially available FPGA prototyping board
available from Xilinx [42]. It carries the FPGA and auxiliary electronics and
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Figure 4.1: Extender depicted hardware structure with interconnecting buses.
Dedicated PCBs are used for functional blocks and external connections as
ADC, SFP, etc. These are connected via general purpose I/O connections to
the FPGA board which houses the FPGA, the RAM and the compact flash
card.
connectors. For reference see [39]. Figure 4.3 depicts the layout of the utilized
XUP-board components. The following hardware alterations were made before
installation in the BPM-Extender casing, the mentioned references (e.g. “ref.
Y3”) are to the manufactures on-board identifiers:
• Exchange of the on board 75MHz quartz with a 106.25MHz quartz (see
[12]) for RocketIO clocking (ref. U10). The frequency of the RocketIO
communication is determined by this dedicated quartz, the new quartz
matches the frequency of the I-Tech Libera RocketIO communication,
which is not interchangeable.
• Installation of the machine clock feed to the on-board quartz connector
(ref. Y3). This connection allows clocking the FPGA from the outside for
clock-synchronous operation of all BPM-Extender devices.
• Installation of connectors for the fourth RocketIO port (ref. J19-J24).
The FPGA features eight on-die RocketIO ports, four are directed to the
PCB. Three of these are routed to the existing connectors and one to
soldering connectors. These were equipped with Sub-Miniature-A (SMA)
connectors.
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Figure 4.2: Extender device internal layout in detail. The front-side is to the
bottom, it contains the main display, LEDs and switches for control, the con-
nectors for the Bergoz MX-BPMs as well as a general purpose I/O high speed
connector. The back-side contains the power connector and connectors for the
fast data network (SFP). The design features one 5 V general power supply and
a dedicated ±15 V power supply for the ADC reference voltage.
• Installation of a passive heat sink on the FPGA and an additional fan. As
high thermal stress of the FPGA was observed during testing the hardware
was installed for thermal safety.
• Installation of 256 MB Random Access Memory (RAM) module to the
standard Dual In-line Memory Module (DIMM) slot.
• Installation of a Compact Flash (CF) card, which is required for the
planned operation, to the standard CF card slot.
Analog-Digital-Converter board
The ADC board is the main component when utilizing the BPM-Extender sys-
tem for Bergoz connectivity, housing all necessary hardware. Apart from the
ADCs (and including filtering), a number of status signals is level converted and
transmitted. A second part of the board is used for clock and trigger reception,
with level shifting being the only conditioning of the signals. The chosen Ana-
log Devices AD974 ADC was already evaluated and tested during the design for
the ADC board (see [83, Ch. 5.2.1] which contains all technical information).
Two minor modifications were made, an additional clock input connector was
installed and the 106.25 MHz quartz was transferred to the XUP board.
Small form-factor pluggable board
Mounted on the back chassis panel are the connectors for the SFP modules.
Internally they are mounted on one small PCB containing adapters for the
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Figure 4.3: The XUP board in detail. The most relevant components are high-
lighted. These include the connections to the various PCBs inside the casing.
The connectors for the fast data network are directly attached to the XUP board
using the RocketIO connectors.
XUP board connectors. Three Serial Advanced Technology Attachment (SATA)
type connectors and one 4xSMA connectors as well as power connectors are
present. Figure 4.5 is an overview of the PCB layout. The SFP modules can
be individually power supplied for different module types via jumper selection.
The utilized Avago AFBR-57R5APZ (see [90]) SFP to glas-fibre modules require
this power supply.
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Figure 4.4: The ADC board in detail. The ADCs are centered on the board.
On top are the connectors to the XUP board. The connectors to the BPMs
are at the bottom, accessible from outside of the casing when build in. The
board features a selectable analog low-pass filter for the ADC inputs to reduce
aliasing. Also placed on the PCB are signal converters for different clock and
trigger signals.
SATA type connector SMA type 
connector
SFP connectors
Power
connection
Figure 4.5: The SFP board in detail. The board is a physical adapter from
XUP boards SATA- and SMA type connectors to powered SFP connectors.
Highspeed port adapter
Figure 4.6: The high speed connector
board in detail.
The XUP-board features a so called
high-speed-expansion connector (on-
board ref. J37), which is directly con-
nected to the FPGA. These connec-
tions are fed to the outside of the cas-
ing as versatile connection. The con-
nection was used for debugging sta-
tus signals, a possible future use are
feedback applications. A direct con-
nection was chosen for maximum flex-
ibility, the connector is changed to a
standard 40-pin ribbon cable connec-
tor. It is expected to support the ex-
pected data rate of well below 100 kHz and cable length lower than 1 m.
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Additional connectors
A number of additional connectors were fitted:
• RS232 connector. The XUP-board features a RS232 connector directly
wired to the FPGA. This connector is extended to the front chassis panel.
The actual RS232 protocol is generated by the FPGA.
• Serial Display. An RS232 compliant Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) type
EA SER204-92HNLEK (see [28]) was fitted to the front chassis panel. It
is also directly connected to one of the FPGAs pins. This enables the
option to drive the panel as a single output, or if wired in parallel to the
RS232 output, as a mirror of the external communication.
• Ethernet connector. The XUP-board features a standard Ethernet con-
nector, it is extended to the back chassis panel utilizing a small PCB. The
required Ethernet protocol is generated by the FPGA.
• Clocking and trigger signals. Five connectors for clocking and trigger
signals are installed. Four differential inputs capable of up to 125 MHz.
One Bayonet Neill–Concelman (BNC) trigger input for trigger signals up
to 800 kHz.
Switches and LEDs board
A set of four switches for future application is installed on the front chassis
panel below the display. Additionally every input and output of the BPM-
Extender is equipped with an LED for visualizing the internal status, a shared
PCB houses the required resistors for the LEDs and de-bouncing logic for the
switches. Figure 4.7 shows the board’s layout.
Inputs/Outputs
Connector
LED
resistors
Switch
logic
Figure 4.7: Layout of the LED and front-switch connector board. To provide
some signaling to the user a number of LEDs are available. For user input
four switches are attached to front of the housing. The board contains analog
de-bouncing filters for these switches and resistors to drive the LEDs.
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Internal power supplies
The FPGA as well as the ADCs require specific Directed Current (DC) voltages.
Two separate, standard switching power supplies, are featured in the BPM-
Extender.
One supply delivers all voltages required for the FPGA and surrounding logic,
including power to the ADC chip. The second supply is used only for the ADCs
reference voltage. This increases stability and precision of the reference voltage
and hence of the ADC readout. The bipolar ADCs are supplied with +−15 V.
LED-board
An external PCB was created (not shown) to debug single signal states for
signals below 1 Hz. It attaches to the high-speed-expansion port of the BPM-
Extender, containing 40 LEDs and corresponding resistors, each representing a
respectively routed signal. Usually this feature is used during development to
monitor internal status signals.
4.1.3 Software system structure
The BPM-Extender software structure is a result of the hardware and functional
requirements as well as general system design. Two general, interleaving, design
strategies were applied.
Layered design
A typical FPGA system is divided into different layers, mostly (as chosen for the
design of the BPM-Extender) into three layers with different objectives (shown
in fig. 4.8).
The bottom layer is connected to the external signals. It contains all the
logic required for the input and output of these signals. This layer is imple-
mented as logic in the FPGA, yielding the advantage of deterministic and fast
parallel data processing. The disadvantage is the lacking flexibility in case of
an design change (as the whole system has to be time-consumingly resynthe-
sised). An example for a bottom layer component would be an ethernet driver,
receiving and sending ethernet packets and extracting/inserting the actual data
out of/into these packets and managing the required hardware communication
protocol.
The middle layer is the so called transport layer. It is the connecting layer
between the bottom and the top layer. It contains a bus structure and nodes to
this bus. These nodes are connected to the top- and bottom layer on the one
hand and the bus structure on the other. The bottom layer data flows through
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external I/O
Top Layer
(PowerPC)
Figure 4.8: General System Design. By splitting the system into 3 layers which
are interconnected by well defined interfaces, the overall complexity of the sys-
tem is reduced. This reduces development time and allows for an easier mainte-
nance. The bottom layer contains the connection to external signals while the
middle layer transports this information to the top layer where the actual data
processing takes place. The two lower layers are implemented as FPGA logic
while the top layer consists of a PowerPC micro-controller.
the bottom layer nodes over the bus to the top layer nodes and the top layer
and vice versa. In case of the BPM-Extender design these connections, as well
the nodes, are implemented as FPGA logic. A design with external buses is
possible as well. The integration of the bus structure is advantageous, as it can
be adapted to the required task. The downside is the increased design-size and
limited debugging options.
The top layer contains the system’s processor. Usually it takes over the
task of controlling and managing hard- and software of the underlying bottom
and middle layer. In case of data processing this means receiving data from
the bottom layers external connection over the middle layer, processing it and
sending the results over middle layer to the bottom layers external connection
again. A processor is used for the flexibility it offers, as changes are quickly
implemented in source code which can be installed and executed at runtime of
the system. Often an operating system is implemented to support the system,
in case of the BPM-Extender Linux is utilized.
Component based design
The software design follows the same design principles as the hardware design.
Both designs are strongly component based. Hence each hardware component in
the design corresponds to at least one FPGA software component (which again
may consist of many subcomponents) in the source code. The bottom layer of
the software design is a result of the external structural condition. Due to this,
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the flexibility of the design is increased. In case a component is (ex-)changed
only the corresponding software component has to be altered. The system is
then designed from the bottom layer towards to the top layer. After analysis
of the bottom layer for the information it requires as input/output and their
timings, the communication and thereby the middle layer is defined. The use of
a microprocessor as top layer resulted directly from the requirements in case of
the BPM-Extender device. It includes an operation system and the integration
of the interface to the bottom layer.
Figure 4.9: Extender Internal layered FPGA structure and RAM. The bottom
layer was developed from scratch (apart from the memory controller) whereas
the middle and top layer used predefined components which were adopted to
the required needs.
As described in section 2.7 the FPGA design is composed of IP cores and
interconnecting logic. Figure 4.9 shows the structure of the BPM-Extender
FPGA design.
The bottom layer contains all the BPM-Extender input and output specific
IP cores contained in the BPM-Extender IP core.
The middle (communication) layer contains different communication com-
ponents which are connected to the PowerPC processor (top layer). The bus
used is the Processor Local Bus, it was chosen because of its availability and
integration in the Xilinx development tools. Most of the bottom layer compo-
nents are memory mapped, which means each component has a memory region
which is mapped to its in/outputs. The functionality for this is provided by the
memory component. A data First In First Out (FIFO) component (connected
to the DCC) has been added as an alternative way of orbit data transfer to the
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top layer, the advantage being a longer availability of the data before readout.
For Direct Memory Access a DMA- and an interrupt component has been added
together with a second Processor Local Bus connection. Details of the PowerPC
connection are given in section 4.1.5.
The PowerPC itself as top layer is available as a configurable IP core which
also makes use of dedicated micro-controller components on the FPGA fabric.
Therefore it is able to deliver a good computing power while still being adapt-
able to different requirements. In this case the the external RAM is utilized over
the Processor Local Bus and the corresponding memory controller component.
The component attaches directly to the PLB on the one hand and to the RAM
on the other hand. It supports multiple bus connections, in this case it con-
tains two Processor Local Bus connections. One for the PowerPC and auxiliary
data, one exclusive line from the BPM-Extender Direct Memory Access (DMA)
component for fast orbit data transfer.
IP cores
This subsection gives an overview of the functionality of each IP core.
clocking_gen
100MHz in 200kHz out
2,6MHz in 40kHz out
RocketIO outRocketIO in
trigger
reset clocks ok
Figure 4.10: Example of a small IP core: The BPM-Extender clocking generator
IP core
Clocking IP core The different parts of the design require different clocking
(or clocks). The clocking core contains all the necessary logic for this task. A de-
tailed view of the clocks is given in section 4.1.4. Figure 4.10 shows the clocking
generator core with its inputs and outputs. The IP core also contains the logic
to suitably convert the clocking signals (e.g. the RocketIO clock is converted
from differential to single signal), as well as triggered clock synchronization (and
synchronization signals to sub-components like the DCC), and drivers for the
clock status LEDs.
BPM and ADC core The BPM-core includes the logic to distribute the
clock signals required for the Bergoz BPM clocking as well as finding a mea-
surement optimal Bergoz SYNC configuration. The ADC core contains the logic
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to drive and readout the ADCs on the ADC-board. The functionally of both
cores is described in great detail in [83, Ch. 5.3.1]. After being enabled, the
core configures the Bergoz electronics and starts the sequential readout. The
converted data is then supplied at the outputs. Validity of the data is indicated
by a dedicated signal.
DCC The task of distributing the position data between the feedback stations
is taken over by the DCC. It is a time-frame based, deterministic communication
protocol, for details see [98].
Access to the DCC data is established by utilizing the DCCs inbuilt 2-port
RAM. One port is used by the DCC for internal reading and writing of the
position data, the other one is fed to the outside. It is connected to the DMA
controller for orbit data transfer to the system memory. The configuration
and data transfer of this core in the BPM-Extender context is described in
detail [83, ch. 5.3.2-5.3.3].
PLB Bus controller Transfer of non time-critical data as well as settings for
the cores is exchanged between the PowerPC and the cores over the Processor
Local Bus (PLB). The PLB controller used is a Xilinx supplied PLB IP core
from Xilinx which is PLB architecture compatible and provides the complete
PLB bus structure [40].
Registers and Memory Operation of the cores is controlled through values
set in the in-built registers and memory. By connecting these to the cores on
the one side and the PLB controller on the other side, an access to those values
via PLB and thereby via PowerPC is possible. As this integrates the cores into
the memory space of the PLB and thereby the memory space of the PowerPC
processor, this technique is called memory mapping.
DMA controller To enhance the data throughput to the system’s RAM as
well as keeping the option to access the system’s memory without a PowerPC
open, a DMA was integrated. It connects directly to a second PLB in the design,
writing it’s data, that is the DCC position data, to a register preset location. By
connecting it to a second port on the system’s memory controller, the highest
possible data throughput is achieved. An interrupt is raised via the interrupt
controller when data writing is finished and readout from the PowerPC can
begin. The DMA core also supplies the required information for an interrupt
driven scatter gather Direct Memory Access implemented on the top level.
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Interrupt controller The interrupt handler core collects possible interrupts
in the BPM-Extender core and reports them as a collective interrupt to the
PowerPC. In this case the Xilinx LogiCORE IP Interrupt Control core was
configured and used (see [41]). In case of the BPM-Extender system, the BPM-
Extender core writes the orbit data via DMA to the system’s RAM. After
finishing this write, the interrupt is raised, signalling the processor to start the
readout of the orbit data.
Data FIFO A secondary option of data transfer is giving by the utilization
of an IP core based FIFO, also connected to the PLB. It is mainly used for the
transfer of the ADC data to the processor for debugging purposes.
PowerPC A single PowerPC was added to the FPGA design, it was clocked
to 300 MHz and 16 kB of cache was added for performance. Part of this core is
available in hardware on the FPGA fabric, the required surrounding logic and
configuration options are created during core generation.
4.1.4 Clocking Domains and Clock Domain Crossing
DCC
frame
10kHz
RocketIO
2.125GHz
PowerPCFPGA logic
300MHz
BergozADCs
40kHz200kHz2.6MHz
external
106.25MHz
external
100MHz
internal
Figure 4.11: Distribution of clocks inside the design.
As a result from the requirements, the design contains multiple clock do-
mains derived from two clock sources. The RocketIO ports are driven with
106.25 MHz base frequency multiplied by 20 for operation, the ADCs are clocked
with 200 kHz readout frequency, the Bergoz BPMs are driven by a derived
40 kHz clock which also generates a 10 kHz signal for the DCC frames. All
other logic is driven by the internal 100 MHz clock including the PowerPC,
after multiplication to 300 MHz.
Where data is transferred from one clock region to the other, a clock-domain-
crossing was established. In case of single signals a register transfer circuit was
used, in case of multiple signals buffer logic was used.
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4.1.5 Software components
Utilizing a microprocessor to control the BPM-Extender device requires the
design of a software structure. Its design requirements were already set by the
hardware design and by the functionality analysis:
• FPGA connectivity
• Ethernet connectivity/remote access
• EPICS connectivity
• Preferably Open source and/or low cost software
The FPGA connectivity, that is the connection between PowerPC and the
FPGAs components (or cores), is already given by the hardware design (see
section 4.1.3).
Linux was chosen for ethernet connectivity and EPICS functionality, a cus-
tom implementation would not have been beneficial.
Linux as operating system
The choice of Linux reduced the cost of implementation. On the hardware side,
drivers for nearly all FPGA components, as well as the on-board components like
the compact flash adapter, are already available from Xilinx. On the software
side, Linux as operating system takes over the task of the system management.
Hence development could be concentrated on actual functionality of the system
instead of internal system management work (e.g. memory management). A
PowerPC version of the Linux kernel is available, as it is a common processor
architecture. The version chosen for the project is Linux kernel version 3.2.1
from the [60] repository. A custom kernel was generated by cross-compilation,
this is the process of compiling code which was written for a specific architecture
for the required systems architecture, in this case PowerPC. The compilation
includes an ethernet driver for the Xilinx ethernet IP core and a compact flash
driver for the internal compact flash card.
These integrations have multiple advantages. The ethernet access permits a
remote login to the unit, which is a necessary criterion for operation in remote
locations of the accelerator. Due to the structure of Linux, it allows a very
flexible software design. Part of this design is the storage of the FPGA image
on the internal compact flash card on the one hand, and a server based Root
File System (RFS) on the other.
The actual FPGA image, including the bootloader code and Linux kernel, is
stored on the internal compact flash card of each device. At system start-up,
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Figure 4.12: System layout showing two Extender stations and the central linux
based server. At startup, the FPGA image for each Extender station is loaded
from the respective CF-card. The root file system is then loaded via NFS from
the server. This allows station specific FPGA hardware designs to be loaded
as well as having the advantage of having only one (common) data base for the
software processing tasks.
at first the FPGAs logic cells are configured, as such preparing the hardware.
The bootloader code is then executed and loads the kernel, which can access
the ethernet connection. The RFS is then loaded from a remote server. For
multiple units this design has the advantage of having to do changes to the
operating system only in the server’s directory in contrast to a change on each
single device. Figure 4.12 graphically illustrates the server based RFS.
In case of the compact flash integration, accessing the stored FPGA image at
runtime is possible. As this makes the compact flash card also accessible from
Linux, a new FPGA image can be written to the internal compact flash card.
Both changes, FPGA image and RFS are activated at the next reboot of the
BPM-Extender devices.
BPM-Extender Linux device file Hardware in Linux is made accessible
through so called device files. These are files and folders in the /dev folder of
the file system. Device files can be read and written like ordinary files.
Controlling the BPM-Extender IP core in Linux is achieved by mounting a spe-
cial BPM-Extender device as a kernel module. A new device folder in the /dev
folder is created and linked to the BPM-Extender IP core driver. The kernel
module serves two tasks: First, it allows the access to the BPM-Extender con-
figuration. Second, it installs the required interrupt handler.
The BPM-Extender IP core is controlled through its configuration memory.
This is made available by mapping it into the address space of the proces-
sor. The core can then be configured from the so called user space by reading
and writing to the device.
Whenever important events occur, an interrupt is raised and a predefined pro-
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gram, the so called interrupt handler, is executed. The interrupt handler for
BPM-Extender IP core interrupt is installed by the device file driver. In most
modes of operation, it is used for the the DMA operation.
Linux memory The board’s memory as well as the FPGA internal memory
is combined into one continuous memory space. The total available memory is
the 256 MB external memory plus 256 kB FPGA internal memory. The inter-
nal memory contains the configuration and status information for the different
IP cores. The BPM-Extender IP core configuration memory is also mapped into
this region.
The external memory is used by the Linux kernel for program execution. The
External RAM
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Memory
Extender
memory
Extender Core
DMA
128MB
Barrier
Linux Kernel
space
exclusive
Extender
Kernel Module
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Extender
control
program
Figure 4.13: Linux system memory access. The joint memory space is accessed
from user space through a kernel module for configuration and status data. The
orbit data is written by the DMA core into the upper 128 MB of memory, which
is not directly used by the kernel, but is accessible through the BPM-Extender
kernel module.
kernel is restricted to use only the lower 128 MB for operation by kernel com-
mand line. The upper 128 MB of the external memory is not utilized by the
Linux kernel, but it remains accessible by kernel functions. Thereby an exclusive
memory region, which is used by the BPM-Extender DMA IP core, is created.
To ensure safe operation the Linux operating system splits code execution
into to environments: kernel space and user space.
Access to the low level functions (e.g. direct access to the system’s memory) is
only possible from kernel space.
High level programs are run in user space, accessing the kernel’s function through
the device files. This allows a safe usage of the low level functions as illegal in-
structions are intercepted by the device file drivers.
In case of the BPM-Extender, the corresponding kernel module allows exclusive
access to the BPM-Extender memory space inside the global memory space.
Figure 4.13 shows the memory layout and access to this memory from Linux.
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Linux BPM-Extender Interrupt The BPM-Extender core contains an in-
terrupt core, outputting an interrupt line to the PowerPC interrupts. This inter-
rupt line is exclusive to the BPM-Extender IP core, this is called a non-shared
interrupt. It enables the BPM-Extender IP core to interrupt the processor and
run a custom interrupt handler code.
The BPM-Extender IP core supports different interrupt modes. In general
the interrupt is connected to the DMA IP core. An interrupt is raised when
the core has finished writing the orbit data to memory. This is possible for
continuous operation, resulting in one interrupt each 100 ms, as well as for a set
number of samples, resulting in one interrupt at the end of operation.
The interrupt handler gathers the data from the memory and processes it
further. Depending on the mode of operation, the data is processed, saved or
both. A possible option for this is averaging of the data to a rate of 10 Hz,
suitable for the DELTA control system. If set by configuration, the data is
saved to a file in the mounted Network File System (NFS). This is possible in
all modes of operation.
Linux BPM-Extender user space program To ease the access to the
BPM-Extender IP core, which is accessible by using a raw-byte interface of a
Linux device, a Linux user space program was programmed. It is cross compiled
for the PowerPC architecture and takes over the task of accessing the BPM-
Extender IP core. It offers the functionality of reading and writing the complete
BPM-Extender IP core memory configuration. It is controlled via command line
switches, making automated access possible.
4.2 I-Tech Libera Hadron FPGA design
Inside a hadron machine feedback loop, the BPMs data is read out by the I-Tech
Libera Hadron. The beam position is calculated and then distributed trough the
fast data network to the corrector stations, which are BPM-Extender devices.
Figure 4.14 illustrates the I-Tech Libera Hadron inside the hadron feedback
control loop.
The internal FPGA structure of the I-Tech Libera Hadron, due to the resem-
blance in tasks, is similar to the structure of the BPM-Extender. Figure 4.15 is a
graphical representation of the system’s layout. The four analog position signals
coming from the BPMs plates are converted by 14 bit ADCs with a frequency
of 125 MHz into digital values. These are transferred to the GSI FPGA IP core,
where signal conditioning and position calculation, as well as additional calcu-
lations (e.g. intensity), takes place. This position information is then passed
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Figure 4.14: Depicted hadron feedback control loop containing I-Tech Libera
Hadron as used for BPM readout and data distribution.
on to the BPM-Extender IP core which is modified for the hadron data input.
The data is then distributed around the orbit data network.
In addition to the FPGA, a Single Board Computer (SBC) is installed inside
the I-Tech Libera Hadron providing a Linux front-end for control and status
information.
The BPM-Extender IP core was reduced to the components which are
utilized in the hadron design. A new data front-end, the hadron data collector
IP core, was implemented. The clocking core and the DCC core are taken from
the BPM-Extender design. Figure 4.16 shows the structure in detail.
Position data arrives with bunch frequency at the input port of the Hadron
data collector. As the DCC data exchange rate is 10 kHz, the data has to be
averaged. All samples arriving during one 10 kHz period are added up, the
number of added samples is stored. The sum and the number of samples are
then transferred via DCC. The actual position is re-obtained by division on the
processor level, saving the necessity of division implementation on the FPGA
level. Additionally the number of samples shows a good overview of the number
of recognized bunches, a valuable tool for debugging.
Setting and readout of configuration and status values is accomplished by
an extension to the hadron register receiver IP core. The memory is directly
integrated into the SBC memory map, thus making it available for access via
Linux.
4.3 I-Tech Libera Hadron measurement system
To conduct proof of concept measurements a mobile measurement system for
hadron machines was built based on the distributed feedback design. It consists
of a small 19 inch rack which contains all the electronics, power and network
distribution, an accompanying control PC and optionally a function generator as
clocking/trigger source. Figure 4.17 shows the component layout of the system.
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Figure 4.15: Internal I-Tech Libera Hadron structure. The orbit data (blue
arrows) flows trough the ADCs which are controlled by the manufacturer’s core
(I-tech). The beam position is then calculated from the digitized values (GSI-
core). This position data is transferred to the BPM-Extender IP-core which
distributes it over the orbit data network. The whole system is controlled (black
arrows) by an in-built SBC running Linux trough access to the configuration
memory. This memory is contained by the user core inside the register core.
The main components of the rack are four I-Tech Libera Hadron, connected
to the BPMs and one BPM-Extender device, which build the orbit data network
by sequential connection via DCC over SFP optical cable. The measurement
data is distributed among the I-Tech Libera Hadron as well as send to the
BPM-Extender, which acts as a so called sniffer in this design. This means, it
participates in the data transfer, but does not inject own position data into the
network.
DELTA Trigger Splitters (see appendix B.1.5) are used to split up the trigger
and clocking for the rack’s components. Electric or optic input signals can
be used, enabling easy adaptation to different accelerators trigger and clocking
signals. The clocking signal is used to establish a common time base between the
devices, the trigger signal has multiple uses. On the one hand it synchronizes the
orbit data network, on the other hand measurement can be started by trigger.
For independent use and testing, an ethernet controlled function generator is
utilized as a possible trigger and clocking source.
Each of the devices is connected to the rack’s internal standard ethernet
network. The network is a local network, accessible from the outside over the
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Figure 4.16: Extender core inside the I-Tech Libera Hadron. Triggering and
clocking, configuration memory interface and DCC interface are reused from
the electron design (see section 4.1. The hadron data interface is integrated
additionally.
attached control PC. It serves as Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
server for the measurement system IP-subnet, as front-end to the outside and
as Linux RFS server for the BPM-Extender.
An ethernet switch-able power socket was installed to remotely reboot the
I-Tech Libera Hadron, the BPM-Extender device or the function generator if
necessary.
Installation and migration of the measurement system was simplified by
integrating all necessary components into one rack. The connections to the
outside are power, ethernet and the BPM input signals for the I-Tech Libera
Hadron.
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Figure 4.17: Simplified view of the I-Tech Libera Hadron measurement system.
Ethernet(black) connects all devices, trigger and clock(green) is internally dis-
tributed, the DCC fast data network(blue) connects the libera hadron and the
BPM-Extender, which acts as a sniffer. External access is possible via restricted
ethernet connection.
4.4 DELTA installation
The complete installation of a fast orbit feedback system at DELTAs storage ring
is divided into two steps. At first the DAQ (including the orbit data network)
is installed, in a second step the actual feedback calculation as well as corrector
power supplies and corrector magnets are added. The first being one of the
tasks of this thesis, the second task is covered in [95].
The DAQ installation consists of the BPM-Extender device installation,
Bergoz BPMs connection, trigger and clocking network installation, orbit data
network installation and ethernet network installation. Figure 4.18 shows an
overview of the different BPMs installed at the DELTA storage ring.
Extender installation Fourteen BPM-Extender devices were installed at the
DELTA storage ring to access all Bergoz MX-BPMs. The BPM-Extender device
chassis, as well as the Bergoz MX-BPMs, fit to standard 19 inch racks. By
mounting both devices stacked, cable length is kept to a minimum. Due to the
tight space constraints under the storage ring magnet structure, standard racks
did not fit. Instead a new support was designed. It allows the stacking of one
MX-BPM, one BPM-Extender and optionally one Trigger splitter.
Bergoz connection Each Bergoz MX-BPM is connected to the corresponding
BPM-Extender device in the same rack with a standard 15 pin SUB-D one-to-
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one cable. To minimize cable length, these cables were custom made by the
electronics department.
Trigger and machine clock distribution The distribution of clock and
trigger signals is achieved by using the so called DELTA Trigger Splitter (see
appendix B.1.5). Each of these device is capable of serving up to four receiving
units. To serve all BPM-Extender devices, four Trigger splitters were installed
around the storage ring. Three of these devices feed four BPM-Extender devices,
while one device feeds is attached to two BPM-Extender devices. All trigger
splitters were installed inside the new support racks.
To distribute the trigger and clock signals to the Trigger splitters, a multi-
core optical cable was used. It contains 12 optical cables and has a total length
of 100 m. Four of these cables, one to each trigger splitter were installed. The
cables join up in the control room, where the Master Trigger splitter is situated.
Currently one trigger signal and the machine clock signal is transmitted. Optical
cables were chosen on the one hand because of the pre-existing infrastructure
(of Trigger splitters and optical cable to the I-Tech Libera devices), on the other
hand because they are not liable to electromagnetic interference.
Each trigger splitter is connected to the corresponding BPM-Extender units
by using two 20 m signal cable equipped with a 2-pin connector. One cable
transmits the trigger, the other cable transmits the machine clock. The signal
is transmitted differentially to increase external noise tolerance.
Fast orbit data network installation Even though the topology for the
orbit data network can be freely chosen, due to the comparably short circum-
ference and therefore comparably short transmission delay, a ring topology was
installed. This means each BPM-Extender unit has two connections, one to
each neighbor. The connections in total consist of 13 cables, each 20 m long,
containing two optical fibers, one for each direction. For later experiments the
I-Tech Libera devices were added to this structure by integrating them into the
loop. To and from the I-Tech Libera racks the 20 m cable was used, between
each I-Tech Libera a 50 cm cable was sufficient.
Ethernet network installation Each BPM-Extender unit was connected
to the nearest ethernet switch. These were already installed. The cable length
differs for nearly every device, this is of no consequence as the data transmission
time is not important in this case.
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Figure 4.18: Distribution of BPMs around the DELTA storage ring. The stan-
dard BPM type are the Bergoz BPMs while locations around the insertion
devices are equipped with I-Tech Libera devices. Special BPMs are also used
for the transfer structures.
4.5 COSY installation
Prior to installation at COSY, a Matlab [92] accelerator toolbox [56] model
of the basic COSY lattice was created by converting the existing MAD-X [10]
lattice file (see fig. 4.19). This was used by P. Towalski to study the effects of
the current corrector magnets as well as a possible local orbit feedback system
for the electron cooler [95,96].
To gain position information about the beam at the COSY accelerator, the
measuring system (see section 4.3) was installed at the storage ring. It is con-
nected to COSY-BPM 19 and COSY-BPM 20. These BPMs surround the COSY
electron cooler (see fig. 2.3).
In this case the horizontal position signal is used. It is split into a direct and
and amplified connection for calibration purposes. Each BPM is attached to one
I-Tech Libera Hadron. The data is then made available by utilizing the BPM-
Extender device. Figure 4.20 shows a structural view of the installation. The
reference clock for the DCC was generated by the internal function generator.
A timing variable trigger signal was externally supplied by the COSY timing
system. Both signals were distributed to the devices using the internal clock
and trigger splitter. Remote access to the system was available through the
ethernet connection of the accompanying PC.
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Figure 4.19: Rendered image of the basic COSY lattice, modeled for the first
time using the Matlab Accelerator Toolbox.
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Figure 4.20: Simplified view of the I-Tech Libera Hadron measurement system at
COSY, showing the path of the data. The DCC fast data network is illustrated
in blue. Clocking and trigger signals are not shown.
4.6 GSI installation
The measuring system described in section 4.3 was also used for measurements at
the SIS18 in the end of 2012. The system was installed in the electronic’s room of
the SIS18. The four I-Tech Libera Hadron were connected to the corresponding
BPM plates of SIS18 BPM 9 to 12. The internal function generator was used
to generate a common clock. The trigger signal, generated at the start of each
ramping, was taken from the GSI timing system. To do reference measurements
the inputs were split utilizing power-splitters between the native SIS18 I-Tech
Libera Hadron and the measurement system. Figure 4.21 illustrates the setup.
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Figure 4.21: Simplified view of the I-Tech Libera Hadron measurement system
setup at GSI. The BPM signal is split for reference tests. The data is transferred
using the DCC fast data structure(blue) and is then available at the BPM-
Extender. Clocking and trigger are not shown. The data from the GSI I-Tech
Libera Hadron is stored centrally on a data server (see [47])
.
4.7 Testing
Testing in general is conducted to determine functionality and behavior accord-
ing to design specification. This is also the case for the all hardware and software
developed during this thesis. This section describes the strategies taken for the
intensive testing which was conducted during the DAQ system development. It
is divided into two categories: First, hardware testing, which regards all hard-
ware developed and used for the system as well as externally acquired devices.
Second, software testing, which presents an overview of the strategies used to
ensure proper functionality of the developed software structure.
Hardware testing
The task of testing a hardware device is dependent on the nature of the device.
The complexity of a single test usually scales with the complexity of the device
to be tested.
The tested developed devices are the DELTA-clock-splitter and the BPM-
Extender device, both developed by the physic’s electronics development de-
partment. The clock-splitter does not contain software, therefore an electrical
test, e.g. correct physical layout and conductivity as well as correct signal shape,
was conducted by the department.
The BPM-Extender device consists of single PCBs connected by the FPGA on
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the FPGA-board (see section 4.1). The internal hardware testing was split into
two levels: the electrical test and test as integrated component. A simple ex-
ample for the electrical test is the internal board housing the external ethernet
connector, a simple male to female ethernet connector on a PCB. Each of the
single electrical connections has to be conducting between the corresponding
pins with no connection to others or ground.
Testing as integrated component was conducted in nearly all cases by black-box
tests using a specially developed FPGA suite. The software tests all in and
outputs, the ADCs and the XUP on-board components. Black-box tests expect
a corresponding output after a specified input, without any regard of how it is
produced. A simple example is a front-end switch, its electrical conductance
state, as received by the FPGA has to change value when being pressed. A
more complex example, including a set of well defined in and outputs, would be
the ADC chips. These were tested for general functionality as well as properties
like calibration and time stability. Therefore, after completing these tests an
Extender device is regarded as being ready to use for programming.
The externally acquired hardware was tested by the corresponding manu-
facturer.
Software testing
Overall, the software development consisted of the developed for two systems:
The BPM-Extender and the I-Tech Libera Hadron.
The BPM-Extender software is a complex system, divided in a FPGA part, a
PowerPC drivers and PowerPC Linux part. The test strategy applied, to reduce
the complexity of the test while maintaining assurance of functionality, was a
bottom up strategy. The basic units and components are tested first, then the
superordinated components and finally the system as a whole. In case of changes
during the development phase, these tests were repeated for the components in-
volved, again from the corresponding lowest units and components to the top.
The I-Tech Libera Hadron software is pure VHSIC Hardware Description Lan-
guage (VHDL) code, the testing strategies applied are the same as for the BPM-
Extender systems FPGA layer.
FPGA testing As the FPGA design is divided into components, having a
clear hierarchy, each component was tested separately. For most of the com-
ponents suitable VHDL test benches, these are surrounding VHDL structures
supplying set input signals and expecting corresponding output signals, and test
cases were developed to conduct black-box tests. Test cases are input/output
combinations which show the significant functionality of the component, for
most of the components a complete test of all possible input signals/states and
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corresponding output signals/states is not possible due to the large configuration
space. An example would be a simple clock frequency divider, after application
of an enable signal and a base-clock, an output of a divided-clock signal is ex-
pected.
The functionality of the whole FPGA design was verified by a time behavioral
analysis, this process was partly automated, partly manual.
PowerPC testing After integrating the PowerPC into the design, a test pro-
gram was designed to ensure full functionality of the added FPGA components.
The most important of these being the RAM and the PLB. In case of the RAM
the functionality consists of storing data at internal addresses. An example for
a simple test is to write predefined sequences of data, covering all possible ad-
dresses during the process. This data is then read in a second step from RAM
and compared for consistency with the known written value.
Linux testing The Linux software is consisting of two parts: The kernel
module and the user side program. The kernel module creates a linux device file,
therefore the tests were run as black-box tests using the device. The user side
program, which writes to this devices was tested with the device programmed
to loop-back (each input is output again). This ensured correct writing and
reading of the data.
After passing these tests, the BPM-Extender system was ready to be inte-
grated into the measurement network.
4.8 Implementation summary
During development and testing the BPM-Extender hardware platform proved
to be reliable and to meet the specifications. This includes the integration of
the modified XUP-board into the surrounding hardware. All non-XUP-board
integrated features, from simple LEDs to the more complex ADC-board, are
utilized. The visual aids strongly enhance the practicality during development
as well as in every-day use.
The high complexity of the software reflects the complexity of the task. The
breakdown into different layers (see section 4.1.3) is a necessity to break-down
this complexity. Even though each parallel process on the lowest level is con-
tained in different software units, the collective functionality had to be ensured.
Especially the integration of the DCC-IP core, including the required data-
transfer, data-processing and debugging, required intensive modifications. The
middle layer lacks extensive debugging capabilities as it is only functional in
correspondence with the top and bottom layer. This resulted in a successful
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example driven development. The top layer was prepared using the supplied
software framework. The integration of the custom DAQ IP core was straight-
forward. The time required for system synthesis is about 45 minutes on a
current PC system, due to the integration of the PowerPC processor, PLB and
memory-cores. Hence a well tested and debugged low and middle layer is a
synthesis-requirement. The full system is too complex to be simulated, it is
tested and debugged by using PowerPC software. The latest available Linux
kernel was compiled for the device. Establishing and accessing a linux device is
well documented in general and completes the system’s development.
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Chapter 5
Measurements
An universal approach to a measurement task always brings up the question
of representative measurement cases. As the developed system is targeted to
hadron and electron storage rings, the DELTA electron storage ring and the
COSY- and SIS18 hadron storage ring are ideal showcase candidates. The main
part of the developed system is the BPM-Extender. Its main capability is the
data acquisition process of measuring, processing and distributing the beam
position data. The availability of global beam position data at a constant rate
of 10 kHz, at nearly arbitrary locations at a storage ring, opens up a number
of possibilities for beam diagnosis and orbit controls. The measurements at the
SIS18 and COSY are a result of the versatility of this approach.
Potential also lies in the further processing of the fast beam motion data. The
developed system features two possible processing points. On one hand the lo-
cally measured data can be processed directly on the respective BPM-Extender
(in case of electron accelerators) or I-Tech Libera Hadron (for hadron acceler-
ators). This allows fast data processing directly on the FPGA, which is well
suited for complex and calculation intensive tasks. In case of the I-Tech Libera
Hadron this feature is utilized for position pre-processing. On the other hand
the distributed global data can be received from the data distribution network
at any place and subsequently processed. The processing capabilities then de-
pend on the connected device. Currently two options are available. The first is
a system based on the BPM-Extender platform. This approach has been taken
for the DELTA measurements. It allows to record the fast 10 kHz data, as well
as the averaged the beam position data at a data rate of 1 Hz. This data is
then utilized as basis for the existing slow orbit feedback. The second option of
access is an FPGA based PCI card for off-the-shelf PC systems. It is utilized
in the design at the Diamond light source described in [97].
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5.1 DELTA
DELTAs beam orbit is, due to the existing slow orbit feedback [110] and local
measurements with 10 kHz [94], well known. Nevertheless, the global beam
motion in the higher frequency range has, to date, not been subject to research.
This gap is closed by the developed system. Still, these measurements can
only be a first analysis of the beam motion; the determination of the source of
observed effects is out of the scope of this work.
This section presents the results of the global beam position measurements at
DELTA. The primary goal was the characterization of global beam motion up
to the system’s nominal data rate of 10 kHz. For the first time at DELTA the
required measurements are possible by the use of the newly developed system.
The secondary goal was to increase the accuracy of the slow orbit position
from 10µm(rms) to below 5 µm(rms). This is achieved by averaging the fast
orbit data from a 10 kHz data rate down to 1 Hz.
All measurements were conducted using the permanently installed DELTA
data acquisition and data distribution system (see section 4.4).
The measurement uncertainty is examined in section 5.2.
5.1.1 Fast global beam motion
To verify correct operation of the installed system a number of preparatory
measurements have been made. These provided the data-basis for the follow up
measurements of the fast global beam motion.
Preparatory measurements
To certify the operation of the system, a number of measurements were made
while exciting the beam using dedicated prototype corrector magnets (see [95]).
Due to the deflection of the beam to amplitudes well above the noise floor, the
recorded beam position mainly follows the excitation frequency.
An example is shown in fig. 5.1 where a sinusoidal voltage with a frequency
of 100 Hz was applied to a corrector. The sinusoidal motion is non-linear in
this case. This is due to the use of a single corrector magnet for deflection
of the beam. The deflection is then transformed by the magnetic accelerator
optics structure, resulting in a non-linear offset. Fast beam motion of this
frequency is not observable using the DELTA slow orbit feedback system due
to the continuous sampling rate of the control system software of 1 Hz.
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Figure 5.1: Horizontal beam position at DELTA BPM 27 during beam exci-
tation using a 100 Hz sinusoidal voltage excitation on one dedicated horizontal
corrector magnet. The measurement shows the successful operation of the in-
stalled DAQ system, from sampling of the pick-up signal, transfer of the data
using the fast data network, to saving the data on the DELTA control system
data server.
Fast global orbit motion
The global fast orbit data is a synchronous recording of the beam position of
all available BPMs. The measured position data from each BPM was processed
by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to obtain the spectral distribution of the
global beam motion. This distribution allows a detailed look at the frequency
components of particle beams movement, thus helping to identify the sources
of this unwanted motion. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the combined spectrum
of the observed global DELTA electron transverse beam motion for a single-
bunch beam. The maximum observable orbit motion frequency for the system
is limited by the utilized Bergoz electronics. These have a 3 dB bandwidth of
less than 1 kHz [52]. Therefore the maximum frequency for this analysis was
set to 2 kHz, which is also the range of interest for a possible feedback. As
the source for beam motion is either an electrical or a mechanical distortion,
the beam motion for synchrotron light sources are mainly accelerator structure
specific. Therefore the multi-bunch spectrum is comparable, which allows to
identify distortion frequencies either in single or in multi-bunch mode.
As mentioned earlier in single BPM measurements (see [83,94]), the character-
istic DELTA transverse beam movement frequencies contained in this frequency
band were now observed at all included DELTA-BPMs. These are the low fre-
quency components in the range of <20 Hz caused by ground and girder motion.
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Figure 5.2: Waterfall beam spectrum of all available BPMs at 1.5 GeV, 4.5 mA
single bunch, horizontal direction.
The signal was high-pass filtered at 16 Hz in this case to exclude the comparably
strong ground and girder movement in this frequency area. Due to the broad
signal range, a logarithmic scale was chosen.
Generally the integrated strength of distortions varies from BPM to BPM.
There are multiple possible causes for this. On one hand, the deviation of
the beam’s movement is roughly scaled by the β function, but in this case it is
plotted in absolute numbers. On the other hand the measurements mark the
first time, that the BPMs are compared to each other since they were installed.
A decay of in the performance is possible. The main distortion of the beam
position is caused by the 50 Hz and harmonics. It is found to be present at all
BPMs in varying strength. Clearly this is the influence of the supply voltage.
In relative comparison, the frequency is not as strong in the vertical spectra
(see fig. 5.3). This allows the conclusion that it is caused by the main dipole
magnets and the respective power supplies. A number of higher frequencies are
also present, their origin has not been subject to research yet.
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Figure 5.3: Waterfall beam spectrum of all available BPMs at 1.5 GeV, 4.5 mA
single bunch, vertical direction.
The signal was high-pass filtered at 16 Hz in this case to exclude the comparably
strong ground and girder movement in this frequency area. Due to the broad
signal range, a logarithmic scale was chosen.
In comparison to the horizontal spectrum, the ratio of the integrated power of
each BPM is very similar. This is not surprising, as the vertical position is
calculated from the same signals, running through the same Bergoz electronic
as in the horizontal case. The 50 Hz and harmonics signal is much weaker
in comparison to the horizontal spectra. Instead a major contribution to the
integrated PSD is caused by a 812 Hz component and a 1350 Hz component in
some cases.
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Most prominent is the 50 Hz and harmonics, caused by the supply voltage.The
figure also contains a comparative measurement of BPM 14, which appears twice
for this reason. It is equipped with a power-splitter for the pick-up signal. The
first displayed column is the BPM-Extender readout, the second column is the
I-Tech Libera data of this pick-up. The influence of the internal I-Tech Lib-
era input filter is clearly visible at about 1600 Hz, greatly reducing the signal
strength in the frequency range.
The measurement at full data rate shows the ability of the system to contin-
uously and reliably deliver fast orbit data over the data distribution network.
The availability of the fast orbit data, at any physical location of this network,
allows further utilization of the data. One option is a possible fast orbit feed-
back. A second option are advanced global beam diagnostics in the frequency
range up to 5 kHz.
5.1.2 Slow global beam motion
The analog position signal from the Bergoz electronics at DELTA is currently
sampled simultaneously by the BPM-Extender and the control system (see
fig. 3.4). A comparative measurement between the two systems was made to
verify the received data and to prove the BPM-Extender systems ability to
function as a slow orbit feedback data source. The beam position was com-
pared exemplary for the horizontal direction of DELTA BPM35.
The path of data, from the analog Bergoz position signal to the sampled digital
value, differ for both systems. The BPM-Extender filters the data in an analog
low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 40 kHz to reduce artefacts. The ana-
log signal is then directly sampled by the ADC. The nominal ADC sampling
precision is 16 Bit. A five times oversampling for each single position value is
done for noise suppression. The resulting continuous data rate is 10 kHz (for
details see [83]). The required continuous data rate of 1 Hz is obtained by cal-
culating the arithmetic average: As it is recorded, the sampled position data
is cut into non-overlapping blocks of 10 × 103 samples. The arithmetic aver-
age of this position data is then calculated for this 1 s time period. This is a
continuous process, resulting in the position data output rate of 1 Hz. Due to
the technology used, the averaging starts immediately after reception of the last
sample of each block. The averaged result is then available in less then 500 ns,
a delay not notable by the DELTA slow orbit feedback system.
The data path of the currently operating control system is different: The analog
position data from the Bergoz electronics is passed through an analog low-pass
filter with a cut-off frequency of about 1 Hz. This reduces any high frequency
artifacts but also limits the observable frequencies and introduces a time delay.
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It is then oversampled by an ADC with 12 Bit precision at a rate of 250 Hz.
The obtained values are averaged 32 times. This results in a nominal data rate
of 7.8125 Hz for the beam position [110].
For comparison the measurement error of the Bergoz electronic is assumed
to be zero. Hence measurement error in this case regards to the statistic error of
the sampled position in respect to the position output by the Bergoz electronic.
For the control system data-path this error is dominated by the influence of
the analog low-pass filter. It induces a delay on the output data, acting as a
moving-average filter. Generally the time domain of this delay is in the domain
of the filter’s time constant, in this case 1 s. For this time domain the theoret-
ical sampling error is 5 µm [110]. Due to the 32 times averaging this value is
reduced to 1 µm. In case of higher frequencies the error scales with the filter
characteristics.
Even though the BPM-Extender system does feature an analog input filter, the
goal is different. The filter was chosen only to remove high-frequency noise and
sampling artefacts. The main error contribution is the sampling error of the
ADC. A conservative assumption for the ADC is a true resolution of 14 Bits.
Including oversampling, this results in a sub-µm statistical sampling error at a
constant data rate of 10 kHz (see also section 5.2.3).
Figure 5.4 shows a simultaneous recording of one BPM with both systems. In
this case the control system data was extracted from the EPICS logifle, which
contains a lower data rate then stated above. The nominal data rate for the
BPM-Extender for this measurement was 0.88 Hz, due to required debugging
outputs which paused the data readout for ≈0.1 s every second. The start of
the measurement was recorded manually for the BPM-Extender with a preci-
sion below the measurement interval. The BPM-Extender measurement curve
was hence fitted manually to the control systems curve by shifting the starting
point. The absolute position difference when averaging both positions over the
measurement duration was found to be 3.8 µm. The reason for this is most
likely a difference in zero point calibration of the ADCs, as an offset of 1 Bit in
case of the control systems ADC shifts the result by 5 µm. This does not limit
the functionality as the position utilized for accelerator operation is calibrated
relative.
The plot visualizes the effect of the filter induced delay in the control system
data path. During measurement the orbit was corrected by the slow orbit cor-
rection, resulting in orbit steps. These steps are in a frequency domain above
1 Hz, resulting in a bad resolution of the step itself and a delay in the following
orbit position. The BPM-Extender system is not affected, clearly resolving the
steps without delay.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison plot for simultaneously recorded horizontal DELTA-
BPM 35 data, fitted manually. The deliberately offset orbit position was cor-
rected by the DELTA Slow Orbit Feedback, which results in a clear stepwise
change of the beam position, observable in the BPM-Extender data. The change
is too rapid for the existing feedback, therefore it is not resolved clearly.
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5.2 Error estimation for the BPM-Extender at
DELTA
Every measurement is prone to errors. This section characterizes the main error
sources for the BPM-Extender system to identify their influence on the mea-
surement results and gives an estimation for the expectable uncertainty of the
observed beam position. Therefore a detailed look at the signal processing chain,
which is composed of the pick-up buttons, analog Bergoz electronic, sampling
and digitally processing, is taken.
5.2.1 BPM
Manufacturing of the pick-up buttons, as well as the process of welding them in
to the manufactured vacuum chamber are all mechanical processes. These are
prone to size and positioning uncertainties which influence the electric properties
of each button and thereby the readout position. The general tolerances for this
mechanical processes is about 10µm [54].
In case of round pick-up buttons, the induced complex voltage Uim at the input
of the BPM electronics is [18]
Uim =
1
βc
1
C
A
2pia
iωRC
1 + iωRC · Ibeam
where β is the passing beam particles speed in fractions of c. C is the capac-
itance of the button and the attached cable. A is the distance between the
beam’s center of mass and the button, having a diameter of a. ω is the angular
frequency and R the input impedance of the readout electronics.
The exact electrical and mechanical properties of each individual button, the
attached cable and the attached BPM electronics are unknown. The same ap-
plies to the particles’ frequency and speed, even though the uncertainty in this
case is less and easier to determine, as these are well determined properties of
the accelerator.
In case of DELTA all of theses errors are systematic and methods for calibration
are available [34].
The resulting position error of the Bergoz MX-BPMs electronics is described
in great detail in [52, pp. 113] which is summarized in the following. The
MX-BPM electronics position error is mainly dependent on the input signal
strength, respectable beam current, input signal phase difference (eg. different
cable length from pickup button to MX-BPM electronics) and the beam position
itself. Apart from the mechanical properties of the BPM knob, the biggest
influence on the phase difference are the four cables from the pick-up buttons
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to the BPM-electronics at DELTA. These are specified to a length difference of
±2.5 mm [7]. For the same signal applied to the cables, this corresponds to a
phase shift of ±1.5° between different cables. This corresponds to a calculated
systematic position difference of ±0.66µm per channel as the signal amplitude
is used for the position calculation.
The noise levels for relative position information was observed to be ±11 µm [52].
At low beam currents and therefore low input power to the electronics, this value
increases to a position measurement uncertainty of ±1 mm.
5.2.2 ADC-Error
The conversion process is affected by multiple error sources resulting in system-
atic and random errors. The AD974-ADCs performance can be derived from a
number of figures in the data sheet, see [13]. Each of these errors describes a
feature of the characteristic quantization curve of the ADC. Ideally this curve
is linear with fixed start- and endpoints.
To reduce the systematic error in case of the utilized BPM-Extender devices
a calibration of the input was conducted in the electronics department after
manufacturing. The random error was measured in a test bench, the procedure
is described in [83, ch.6.1.2]. The observed ADCs performance was found to be
consistent with the specification in all cases.
The following paragraphs summarize the relevant uncertainties for the dif-
ferent measurement cases.
The AD974 is characterized by the following random errors:
• The biggest uncertainty is given by the integral linearity error σINL. It
combines quantization error and bit-errors (due to manufacturing) by stat-
ing the maximum distance between the actual and the ideal characteristic
quantization curve with the same endpoints.
• σTN , the transition noise, characterizes the noise in the conversion process
under worst case transitions and temperatures.
• The AD974 features 4 inputs which are multiplexed, crosstalk from chan-
nel to channel is possible. This uncertainty is included in σC2C .
The systematic errors are:
• The full scale error δFS , and its temperature dependent part δFSD. They
describe the slope of the characteristic quantization curve.
• The bipolar zero error δBZ and the temperature dependent δBZD, which
describe the offset of the characteristic quantization curve.
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Absolute Error for DC measurement
An upper boundary for the measurement error can be obtained when assuming
that all errors influence the measurement result to the biggest possible extend.
Due to the implementation of the conversion process from analog to digital
domain, this is represented by calculating the sum of errors:
σmax = σINL + σTN + δFS + δFSD(∆t) + δBZ + δBZD(∆t) + σC2C
The maximum error for σINL is ±3 Least Significant Bits (LSBs) of the conver-
sion process. The noise σTN is stated to be typically 1.0 LSB. The maximum
of σFS is 0.5% for an external reference. The typical thermal dependency com-
bined in σFSD is ±2 ppm/°C. The offset error σBZ is at maximum of ±10 mV
with a typical temperature dependency σBZD of ±2 ppm/°C. The maximum
cross talk σC2C , which is stated to be −100 dB for the input range up to 100 kHz,
results in deviation of ± 0.14 µV(see eq. (5.4)).
In case of the DELTA measurement the set conversion range is ± 10 V. The
maximum temperature difference was set to an estimated 20 ◦C. For this case
the sum computes to a total uncertainty of ±0.11 V, which would correspond to
±110 µm beam position for a non-calibrated, absolute measurement. The sys-
tematic portion of this error can be obtained by a standard bench calibration
for the ADCs. Thus the actual position error for such a calibrated system can
be expected to be very close to the random error part of this uncertainty, which
is small in comparison.
RMS AC Error
The conversion performance of ADCs can be different for DC and AC measure-
ments. This is due to the internal analog characteristics of the ADC, resulting
in a degenerated performance in case of AC tasks. Even though, in case of the
Bergoz electronics at DELTA, the output signal is held stable for 25 µs (one
cycle of the electronic’s sample frequency), an upper boundary for the measure-
ment error is derived from these figures. It is again obtained by summing up the
relevant errors. The signal to noise and distortion error is the distance of the
desired signal to the noise floor inside the signal’s spectrum after conversion.
The channel to channel crosstalk error is the crosstalk between different input
channels:
σRMS,AC,max = σSINAD,RMS + σC2C,RMS (5.1)
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According to [44] the errors can be determined by
σSINAD,RMS =
VFS
2N (5.2)
where VFS is the full scale ADC voltage and N the Effective Number Of Bits.
The Effective Number Of Bits is determined by the conversion from dB to the
power of two:
N = σSINAD(f)− 1, 766, 02 . (5.3)
The crosstalk error is calculated by converting from dB back to V, using
σC2C,RMS = 10
σC2C
20 · VFS . (5.4)
The AD974 datasheet [13] yields a signal to noise and distortion figure of 83 dB
for frequencies up to 50 kHz. In case of the BPM-Extender system, the 40 kHz
signal is oversampled 5 times. This reduces the signal to noise and distortion to
a theoretical value of 83 + 5 · 32 =90.5 dB, which results in an Effective Number
Of Bits of N = 14.7. The resulting σSINAD,RMS for a full scale Voltage of 20 V
then is 0.75 mV. Entering this figure σC2C,RMS calculates to an maximum RMS
crosstalk of 0.2 mV. Hence σRMS,AC,max is equal to 0.95 mV or 0.95µm of beam
position for the BPM-Extender Bergoz position measurement.
5.2.3 BPM measurement error
BPMmeasurements for feedback applications are usually relative measurements.
Determination of the systematic errors is achieved by calibration. This applies
to the digital as well as the analog part of the data acquisition chain. In case
of the DELTA storage ring the BPMs are calibrated relative to the absolute
quadrupole centres (see [46,111]).
The position-measurement error, as already stated for the design in [52], is
dominated by the intrinsic BPM noise of the Bergoz electronics. This is also
true for the developed system. In comparison to this noise, an improvement is
achieved by averaging of the position values. The statistic uncertainty of the
mean measured value ∆z is reduced by n repeated measurements with the same
error margin ∆z, to
∆z = 1√
n
∆z. (5.5)
Assuming that the BPM position output is stable during the measurement
phase, which is 25µs long, the ADC-measurement can be regarded as a DC
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measurement. The statistic uncertainty of this measurement is reduced by the
oversampling (n = 5, for details of the sampling process see [83, ch. 5.3.1]) to
∆x5 =
1√
5
0.95µm = 0.42µm. (5.6)
The best case Bergoz electronics measurement uncertainty ∆xB is 11µm [52].
Combining the two yields
∆xB5 = ∆x5 + ∆xB = 0.42µm + 11µm ≈ 11.5 µm (5.7)
as statistic error for the single measurement. This value was experimentally
confirmed in [83, ch. 6.2.3].
The magnitude between the sampling error and the Bergoz error is a factor
of 1 to 20. Depending on the external conditions, e.g. the beam current, this
factor quickly gets worse to 1 to 100, or even larger.
The same method of sampling is applied to the measurement for the slow
orbit feedback beam position. At DELTA the typical set-up features an 10 kHz
data-rate which is then down-sampled to 1 Hz. As this is a pure digital pro-
cessing, no additional error is added to the result. Under the assumption that
the average beam position does not change during the measurement time span,
it is valid to apply above calculation. In practice the beam performs betatron
oscillations around the average beam position which are of high frequency na-
ture. At a revolution frequency of 2.4 MHz and a 1 s measurement time span,
the statistic error of this process is negligible.
The statistic uncertainty for the mean value of the beam position (slow orbit
feedback beam position) hence computes to
∆xB5 =
1√
10 · 103∆xB5 = 0.12µm. (5.8)
The examination of the relevant errors for the measurement task shows, that the
Bergoz electronics to contribute the largest portion to measurement uncertainty.
Still the developed system fully exhausts the digital options of further signal
processing, reducing this uncertainty to the maximum extent possible. Thereby
an overall gain is achieved, specifically when averaging the beam position for a
reduced data rate.
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5.3 DELTA Summary
The qualities of the developed BPM-Extender system were demonstrated by the
conducted fast and slow global orbit measurements. On one hand, the system
allows to directly measure the Bergoz electronics generated beam position with
a constant data rate of 10 kHz. This is four times higher than the previous
data rate. Therefore, for the first time, a global beam motion spectrum of the
DELTA electron beam was recorded and evaluated using the Bergoz electronics
at their maximum recording frequency. The observed spectra show valuable
information about the DELTA beam, pointing to a number of starting points
for future research.
Furthermore, the arbitrary processing of the fast orbit data is possible by at-
taching to the data distribution network at any point. One application of further
processing has been implemented, a digitally averaging of the beam’s position
as data source for the current slow orbit feedback. The digitally processing of
the data is advantageous over the existing, partly analog, processing chain in
regards to resolution, delay and data rate. It has been demonstrated, that the
achievable measurement uncertainty is lower by a factor of 10 in comparison to
the existing system.
The system thereby achieves the set goals for DELTA, namely to function as
an universal data acquisition system for fast orbit feed-backs as well as to be a
research tool for orbit-based diagnostic beam studies.
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5.4 GSI
Even though the general principles of position measurement are shared by elec-
tron bunches and hadron bunches, in comparison the measurement of hadron
bunches is a more complex task. The complexity lies in the physical character-
istics of the hadron bunches. In case of the SIS18 the distribution of particles
inside each bunch can be arbitrary, resulting in arbitrary signals to the BPMs.
In case of electron bunches the distribution is mostly Gaussian. During mea-
surement the particles undergo acceleration, making their velocity v a function
of time t, whereas electron bunches reach a velocity of close to c already at
comparably low kinetic energies. This results in a changing bunch signal length
and a changing bunch revolution frequency which is also dependent on t.
The developed system approaches the task of different beam characteristics by
using a different hardware, namely the I-Tech Libera Hadron for the hadron
BPMs. In addition to this, the SIS18 I-Tech Libera Hadron approach the chal-
lenge of correct bunch recognition by an advanced bunch recognition algorithm,
which was also developed at the GSI [76].
The planned feedback system will operate at a fixed frequency, therefore a con-
stant data rate of 10 kHz is required as input. In case of the conducted mea-
surements, the position is generated with bunch revolution frequency, which is
higher than the required frequency. Therefore the received bunch positions are
averaged during fixed time-intervals to receive a beam position, hence obtaining
the constant data rate. The result of these measurements under challenging
conditions is a first analysis of the beam position during the ramping phase of
the SIS18, giving valuable hints on the design of a future fast orbit feedback for
the accelerator.
The SIS18 I-Tech Libera Hadron measurement system (see sections 4.3
and 4.6 and fig. 5.5) was utilized for beam position measurements at the GSIs
SIS18 accelerator during a beam diagnostic session. The first goal was the obser-
vation of orbit effects during a complete acceleration cycle at different particle
energies in prospect of a fast orbit feedback system. Regarding the frequency
distribution of the beam motion, repeatability of position and absolute beam
offset are of special interest. The secondary goal was the verification of the
system’s output using the existing GSI system. For both cases position data
of an Uranium 238 (73+) ion beam along with the associated bunch frequency
was recorded.
The position data was recorded in two sets of measurements. The first set
contains accelerator ramps from the injection energy of 11.4 MeV/u to a final
particle energy of 300 MeV/u. The phase of acceleration to this energy takes
about 3 s.
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Figure 5.5: Depicted SIS18 measurement scheme. The position data from the
BPMs is digitized and processed on the I-Tech Libera Hadron by the developed
software. It is then transferred via the distributed DCC-bus to a data storage.
For details please see sections 4.3 and 4.6
.
The second set contains accelerator ramps to final energies in the range of
50 MeV/u to 900 MeV/u. As the rate of acceleration, in terms of eV s−1, is
nearly uniform for the SIS18, the time required for the complete ramping scales
linear to the final energy (e.g. 9 s to reach 900 MeV.
The bunch revolution frequency during acceleration is energy dependent, rang-
ing from 850 kHz at injection energy up to a maximum of 6.02 MHz.
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5.4.1 SIS18 beam position data analysis
To characterize the applicability of a FOFB system, a number of investigations
were conducted:
The successful operation of a fast orbit feedback system at an accelerator de-
pends heavily on the frequency distribution of the beam movement. Therefore
a detailed frequency analysis of the measured orbit data was conducted. After
computation of the beam-orbit-deviation frequency spectrum, it is examined to
identify any dominant frequencies. The region of interest for the design of the
feedback algorithms in this case, due to the technical constraints, is in the range
of 0 Hz to 500 Hz.
Beam losses are also caused by momentary position-offsets of the beam. To
characterize the magnitude of the off-center beam, the average and momentary
maxima of the beam position were calculated. The influence of a feedback on
the beam is simulated and the obtained values, with and without feedback, are
compared.
A possible application for a FOFB at SIS18 is the correction of hysteresis-
induced deviations between consecutive ramps in relation to a calculated aver-
age ramp. The influence of a feedback on the beam’s position is simulated and
compared to the recorded position data.
The basis of the analysis is the recorded position data during ramping. Each
single measurement includes the position data of one ramping and, depending
on the accelerator parameters, up to 5 seconds of revolving beam. In total 168
ramps were analysed.
The measurements were grouped by the final beam energy. Depending on the
analysis, each group was split into the ramping part and the flat top section (see
section 2.5). To verify correct bunch recognition and thereby the validity of the
measurements, the number of bunches per 100 µs measurement frame was also
recorded. The conducted analysis is identical for each group and both measure-
ment sets. An example of the data received is illustrated in figs. 5.6 and 5.7.
The measurement uncertainty of the recorded SIS18 orbit data is composed by
the combined errors of the BPM system [17]:
• The BPMs calibration factor (see section 2.4.1) is frequency dependent
[55].
• The signal to noise ratio of the utilised amplifiers is signal level dependent.
• The so called Effective Number Of Bits of the 14-Bit I-Tech Libera Hadron
ADC.
• The position calculation algorithm (e.g. averaging, integration) method
and error.
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The theoretical position resolution for the orbit measurement of the I-Tech
Libera Hadron system can be obtained by dividing the BPM diameter by the
theoretical number of ADC steps. The shoebox type BPMs have an aperture of
200 mm horizontally and 70 mm in the vertical plane [55]. Dividing this by the
ADC steps, which are 214 = 16384, yields a theoretical sampling resolution of
approximately 12.5 µm (horizontal) and 4.5 µm (vertical). This theoretical res-
olution is by far not reached in practice. In case of the position measurement,
the difference of the signal intensity, which is induced on the BPM plates, is
measured. For every particle type accelerated, the ADCs input range has to be
adjusted to the signal intensity. This adjustment is usually not perfect, reducing
the actual number of possible ADC steps. Precision of the input signal is also
lost due to mechanical tolerances, signal transmission, and a loss of precision
in the follow up calculations. In case of a 10 kHz data rate, the measurement
duration allows an averaging of about 100 turns of the SIS18 beam. Including
the improvement of the measurement uncertainty by averaging, under the as-
sumption that the beam motion during this period is small in comparison to
the measurement uncertainty, the relative position measurement resolution is in
the domain of 100 µm.
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Figure 5.6: Measured SIS18 BPM12 horizontal position during a 300 MeV/u ac-
celeration cycle. The vertical position was omitted for simplicity. The ramping
starts at 0 ms, the flat top is reached at 2500 ms. In this case a drift during
ramping and a slightly opposite drift during the flat top section is observed.
This drift occurs during multiple rampings, hence it could be corrected by a
feed-forward system. Nevertheless a feedback system can directly improve the
beam’s positional stability in such cases. During the first 1000 ms a number of
higher frequency and larger amplitude position-deviations are visible. In these
cases a feedback system is the only option to reduce these perturbations.
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1
2
Figure 5.7: Number of samples per measurement time-frame, for the measure-
ment shown in fig. 5.6, actually the number of recognized bunches, which passed
the BPM plates during one 100 µs) measurement time frame. During the ramp-
ing (0 ms-2500 ms) the velocity of the particles is increased with their energy.
This results in more bunches passing the BPM in a fixed time interval. The
expected rise of this number was clearly observed. During the flat top (2500 ms-
4000 ms) the energy and revolution frequency stays constant resulting in an ob-
served constant number of samples during this period. The procedure to extract
the beam from the SIS18 accelerator for this ramp utilizes a bunch-elongation
process, during which the number of bunches is halved twice by the means of
the radio frequency system combining two adjacent bunches (at 4100 ms (1) and
5800 ms (2)). The jitter of the bunch count at 5800 ms is the result of the change
in bunch structure during this process. For the further analysis the recorded
position data was divided into the ramping and the flat top part. The used
intervals are indicated by the vertical bars in green (50 ms), violet (2500 ms)
and red (3500 ms).
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SIS18 beam orbit frequency spectrum
Figure 5.8 shows the combination of the computed average beam spectra for
each BPM and for different ramping energies. For clarity the frequency range
of the figure is limited to dominating frequencies up to 250 Hz. Figure 5.9
shows the corresponding integrated Root Mean Square (RMS) beam motion,
the numerical results are found in table A.1. The integrated motion at 250 Hz is
already a benchmark for the beam motion in the complete frequency range. The
data is obtained by first performing a fast fourier transformation for each ramp
in the region of 0 Hz to 5 kHz over the whole ramping period. These spectra
were then averaged for each measurement set (i.e. final particle energy) and
combined for each BPM. The fast fourier transformation underlies a number
of constraints in this case. The number of data points for analysis is limited
by the 10 kHz data rate and ramping times between 0.5 s and 3 s, resulting in
500 to 30000 samples per spectrum. As a result the frequency and time reso-
lution is comparably low. Also, due to the non-periodic nature of the signal,
the leakage-effect on the computed spectrum can be observed. The application
of a moving Hanning-window function, a common method which addresses this
matter, yields no significant improvement as the frequency resolution is reduced
even further. Nevertheless in case of 300 MeV measurement data of 137 different
ramps was averaged, reducing the measurement uncertainty.
The single measurement spectra, as well as the shown averaged spectra, are all
quite similar. In general a 1/f (pink noise) structure is observed with no com-
mon dominant frequency. This characteristic directly influences the possibility
of a fast feedback system. According to the obtained data, an ideal feedback
with a comparably low cut-off frequency (e.g. 50 Hz), would on average, improve
the RMS beam noise by 90 percent. The underlying reason is the low frequency
nature of the main distortions, of which the absolute beam amplitude is also
well above the BPM noise floor.
A common distortion frequency, which could be counter-measured by a fast feed-
forward system, is not present in the observed data. Only part of the datasets
show a 50 Hz and harmonics frequency component, even though this was not
analysed in detail, it is most likely to be the interference of the power supply
network.
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Figure 5.8: Horizontal and vertical spectrum of each BPM for different final
energies (per nucleon), averaged over the complete time of ramping, plotted
against respective frequency intervals.
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Figure 5.9: Horizontal and vertical integrated RMS-beam motion of each BPM
for different final energies (per nucleon), averaged over the complete time of
ramping, plotted against respective frequency intervals.
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SIS18 beam offset performance
The frequency spectrum analysis of the preceding chapter shows the RMS beam
motion averaged over the duration of complete ramps. In terms of beam po-
sition related beam loss, the RMS-motion is representative for the long term
stability (minutes to hours) of the revolving beam. In case of ramping, mo-
mentary position deviations of the beam are important factors causing possible
partial or complete beam loss.
To obtain further information about the frequency range of the observed beam
behavior, a simulated fast feedback correction was applied to the measured beam
position. In this case the correction characteristic of the FOFB was assumed to
be a sixth order butterworth low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 250 Hz.
To simulate the effect of the feedback, the data path of an ideal feedback was
simulated. At first the filter was applied to the position data of each ramp.
After filtering only the content of the orbit deviation, which could be corrected
by this feedback remained. This correction is then applied to the beam’s po-
sition by subtracting this orbit content from the measured orbit. As this does
not take into account the characteristics of a real feedback loop, it is an ideal
correction. After the subtraction the corrected orbit is obtained. This allows a
more sophisticated look at the effects on the beam as well as a rough estimate
of the effectiveness of a FOFB for the observed ramps.
The combined results of the numerical analysis of the measurement data for the
vertical and horizontal direction are shown in table A.1.
The obtained figures for horizontal and vertical direction are similar in relative
numbers, while the absolute numbers for the horizontal direction are larger. The
reason for this is the combined influence of the large ramped dipole magnet-fields
and the fields of the accelerating radio frequency-cavities on the beam. Even
minor deviations of the ideal values of one component immediately results in a
beam offset.
The maximum offset is the key figure for orbit related beam loss. It is calculated
by choosing the absolute maximum beam offset of all ramps of the respective
BPM. Hence it is the figure of merit for a worst-case scenario. The comparison
of the uncorrected and corrected values show only a minor reduction of these
values. This is due to the fact, that the values are caused by momentary, high
frequency, large amplitude position deviations. Due to their high frequency they
are not corrected, even of the assumed ideal feedback. In some cases the value
was increased. The cause for this is the internal delay of the feedback loop, in
this case expressed by the phase shift of the utilized filter, causing an additional
offset (see section 2.4.1).
The average offset is obtained by averaging the beam offset in relation to the
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BPM defined center of all measured ramps of the respective BPM over time.
A correction of this offset would typically be done by correcting the predefined
ramping curve of the magnetic lattice. These distortions are typically of a
low frequency nature. A correction using a feedback is possible, resulting in
calculated average value for the corrected case below 1 mm (horizontal) and
0.1 mm (vertical) beam offset.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the maximum peak height for recorded data (uncor.)
and a simulated correction (sim. cor.) on this data, for horizontal and vertical
direction of SIS18 BPMs 9-12. In this case the magnitude of the maxima is
not changed. This is due to the frequency distribution of theses maxima, which
are typically single, high frequency events. As such they are not significantly
affected by the simulated correction, having a cutoff frequency of 250 Hz. Please
note the different scales. The numerical data is found in table A.1.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the average beam offset position for recorded data
(uncor.) and a simulated correction (sim. cor.) on this data, for horizontal
and vertical direction of SIS18 BPMs 9-12. The average offset is typically a
low frequency drift away fro the ideal orbit. As such it is well in the simulated
feedbacks correction frequency range (up to 250 Hz) and is effectively reduced.
Please note the different scales. The numerical data is found in table A.1.
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Figure 5.12: Visualization of the integrated RMS beam offset position for hor-
izontal and vertical direction of SIS18 BPMs 9-12. In this case BPM 11 shows
a much higher beam deviation as the other recorded BPMs. Please note the
different scales. The numerical data is found in table A.1.
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SIS18 ramp to ramp beam orbit performance
A key figure for reliable accelerator operation is the reproducibility of given
reference orbit. During the period of ramping and the following flat top a
difference of the orbit to the preceding ramp can be caused by the hysteresis
effect (see section 2.5.1) in the accelerator magnets. A position deviation would
be most likely caused by the main dipoles due to their strong influence on
the beam position. Therefore the horizontal orbit deviation for each group of
measurements, recorded with the same accelerator parameters, was analyzed.
As a benchmark figure the statistical variance was chosen. The analysis contains
two steps: First the measurements were grouped by final kinetic energy. Then
the mean position and the variance over time for each group and BPM was
calculated. The numerical analysis was conducted for the period of ramping
and the flat top phase. In a second step the maximum, as well as the average
variance of all group results were computed.
The values for the mean variance are a benchmark for the reproducibility of the
beam position of consecutive ramps. The maximum variance can be regarded
as a worst-case benchmark figure.
As in section 5.4.1 the analysis was repeated for an assumed FOFB with a
correction rate of 250 Hz. This allows to inspect frequency distribution of the
values in combination with the phase delay caused by the filter, which is also
the case for an actual feedback.
Table A.2 gives a summary of the obtained values. The numbers show the
average variance during ramping and the flat top phase to be in the magnitude
of 10−2 mm2 for the observed ramps. This means the calculated underlying
beam motion is within measurement uncertainty.
It is apparent from this table that, in comparison to the other BPMs, the
variance of SIS18 BPM11 is up to two magnitudes larger. This is due to the
comparably larger amplitudes of the signal (see fig. 5.8 for comparison).
In comparison to the average variance, the maxima of the variances are four
magnitudes larger. This means that the maxima are dominated by seldom peak
values of the signal. During ramping the cause of the overall maxima are spikes
in the original signal with comparably large amplitude and slightly deviating
phase. During flat top this number is reduced to a maximum absolute value of
below 1 mm2 (except for SIS18 BPM11) also caused by slightly phase shifted
components in the signal.
The frequency nature of the distortions is obtained by comparison to the
filtered values: The average variance is roughly halved by the filtering while the
variance maxima are reduced, even in the worst case (BPM10 for ramping), by
roughly 1/5th (34.345 mm→6.860 mm).
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Overall the obtained values show a very good reproducibility of the beam
position on average during ramping as well as during flat top. The average beam
deviation is inside the range of the measurement uncertainty of 100 µm (see
section 5.4.1). The absolute maximum of the position deviation was observed
to be four orders of magnitude larger than the average variance.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of two different figures of merit for horizontal ramp-to-
ramp position reproducibility for the SIS18 BPMs 9 to 12 during ramping. The
left side shows the average variance computed over all recorded ramps, for the
uncorrected case and after a simulated correction was applied. Due to the very
small deviation the effect of the simulated feedback is limited. As a result, the
reproducibility of the beam position can be regarded as very good. The figure
on the right shows the absolute maximums of the deviation, computed for the
uncorrected and simulated correction case respectively. The maximums are
caused by momentary spikes in the beam’s position. Still these are effectively
corrected by the simulated feedback. Therefore a feedback system would be
beneficial to reduce momentary beam deviations during ramping. Please note
the different scale The numerical data is found in table A.2.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of two different figures of merit for the horizontal
ramp-to-ramp position reproducibility. The data was recorded for the SIS18
BPMs 9 to 12 during the flat-top phase of the ramping. The left side shows the
average variance computed over all recorded ramps, for the uncorrected case
and after a simulated correction was applied. Similar to the situation during
the actual ramping (see fig. 5.13), due to the very small deviation the effect of
the simulated feedback is limited. On the right side are the maximums of the
variances. Again the data suggests these to be caused by momentary spikes in
the beam’s position, in a frequency range which is effectively corrected by the
simulated feedback. Please note the different scale. The value of BPM 11 is cut
away for a better overview. The numerical data is found in table A.2.
5.4.2 SIS18 data acquisition system comparison
To validate the correctness of the averaged data, position data were recorded si-
multaneously by the GSI DAQ system and the BPM-Extender system. It has to
be noted, that this is a comparison of two I-Tech Libera Hadron measurements,
fed by the same input signals divided by power-splitters (see section 4.6). The
difference is the processing of the data. The BPM-Extender system processes
the data in real time during measurement resulting in a data rate of 10 kHz.
The recorded GSI data is processed off-line after measurement, the data rate
is equal to the bunch frequency corresponds to the bunch frequency (850 kHz
to 6 MHz). Both systems operated independent from one another, apart from
the BPM connection and a common trigger to start the measurement. As a
result the exact sampling frequency and point in time of the GSIs- and the
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measurement systems I-Tech Libera Hadron is different. In this case the sam-
pling is not affected, as each bunch position is oversampled by the I-Tech Libera
Hadron. Also the format in which the data (position and time) is saved in the
GSI system differs from the BPM-Extender system format. This results in a
loss of precision as the conversion from one format to another has to be fitted in
its parameters. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the comparison of the recognized
number of bunches passing the BPM plates during each 100 µs measurement
time-frame. Due to the calculations required, this is a good figure of merit if
the algorithm is working correctly. The clearly visible zig-zag of counts is a re-
sult of the fixed time-frame, native to the measurement system and calculated
from the GSI data.
The calculated position is averaged in each time-frame by the number of bunches
recorded for this time-frame, thereby only the measurement uncertainty of the
averaged value is influenced by the different number of bunches. For the SIS18
bunch counts, this accounts for a difference in measurement uncertainty of
roughly 1/80th to 1/300th (beginning of ramping to flat top). This applies
to I-Tech Libera Hadron measurement system, as well as to the calculated GSI
data.
A comparison of both measured positions is shown in figs. 5.17 and 5.18. The
measurements differ for two major reasons: On the one hand, the four BPM sig-
nals are split by four power splitters before being read out by each I-Tech Libera
Hadron. The exact characteristics of each power-splitter which was utilized is
unknown. On the other hand, having a larger influence on the measured posi-
tion, the GSI I-Tech Libera Hadron were already equipped with an improved
bunch-recognition and position-calculating algorithm.
A combination of these influences lead to an observed systematic error in the
horizontal position of +3.55 mm. It was corrected by calculation of the aver-
age position and subtraction of the difference. Also the deviation in position,
especially between 80 ms and 100 ms can be explained due to this differences.
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show a comparison of the spectra for both measurements.
The systematic frequency deviation in this case is due to the fitting of both
measurements sample-frequency for maximum overlap.
The measurement confirms the correctness of the averaging algorithm and
the functionality of the I-Tech Libera Hadron hadron internal connection be-
tween the GSIIP core and the developed hadron IP core. Even though the
calculated position is not identical due to measurement constraints, it shows a
good agreement. The same applies to the calculated spectra, even under the
constraint that the number of data-points is comparably small for such calcula-
tion.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the number of recognized bunches at BMP12 during
each 100µs measurement time-frame for one ramp of GSI SIS18. The I-Tech
Libera Hadron/BPM-Extender system bunch-count is recorded during measure-
ment, the GSI data bunch-count is calculated using recorded data. A correct
identification of the bunches is observed, both measurements clearly represent
the ramping process (see section 2.5). The acceleration phase is clearly visible
in the rising bunch-count at the beginning. The same applies for the flat-top
section, identified by the constant bunch-count. All bunch-positions recorded
during one time-frame are averaged to obtain the beam position (see fig. 5.17).
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Figure 5.16: Magnification of fig. 5.15, showing a close-up of the zig-zagging
data which is caused by the fixed-interval averaging-calculation (see text). As
this is a comparison measurement of two separate systems, nevertheless the
datasets agree very well.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of the measured horizontal and vertical position of GSI
SIS18 BPM 12 during one ramping. Because of non-ideal accelerator settings,
the horizontal position is prone to a clear drift during the ramping. Due to
measurement constraints and manual fitting the position is not identical. Still
the agreement of the observed data is impressive, especially in the small high
frequency spikes of the horizontal data (see fig. 5.18 for a more detailed view).
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Figure 5.18: Close up of the compared horizontal position of fig. 5.17. Dif-
ferences in the measurement would be most prominent in case of rapid beam
movement with a big offset, as shown. Both measurements show a good agree-
ment in the limits of measurement uncertainty, even though the underlying
original BPM signal was split into two data paths.
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of the beam motion spectra of fig. 5.17. For clarity
only the horizontal spectra are shown. The spectrum shows even clearer the
agreement of both measurements, as the distribution in the frequency domain
is nearly identical. The origin of the dominating disturbances was not subject
to research in this case.
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Figure 5.20: Close-up view of fig. 5.19, showing the first two major disturbances
of the beam’s position. A slight difference in the frequency is present, which is
due to required manual fitting of the underlying sampling-frequency.
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5.4.3 SIS18 measurement summary
The feasibility of a feedback was examined by different criteria applied to the
beam position during the recorded ramps. The first being the analysis of the av-
eraged beam motion spectra. It showed the majority of motion to be contained
in the low frequencies below 50 Hz. In case of a feedback, the low frequency
content is technically good to correct.
The beam position versus time during the ramping period was recorded, it
showed large momentary peaks of the beam motion which are not easily cor-
rectable due to the high frequency and amplitude involved. Nevertheless, the
simulated influence of an ideal feedback was able to reduce the beam offset be-
low 1 mm (horizontal) and 0.1 mm (vertical).
The conducted characterization of the magnetic hysteresis during consecutive
ramps showed an excellent repeatability of the beam position. The deviation
between consecutive ramps was found to be within the limits of measurement
uncertainty. A deviation of the beam position due to the effect of magnetic
hysteresis was not observed in the recorded data. The parallel measurements of
the GSI and the developed I-Tech Libera Hadron system have shown a reliable
and correct operation of the DAQ-system.
Therefore the set goals, namely the development and testing of a universal data
acquisition system for a fast orbit feedback, have been achieved with the con-
cluded measurements at the SIS18 accelerator facility.
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5.5 COSY
Further measurements, in preparation of a hadron feedback system, were con-
ducted at COSY accelerator facility (see section 2.2). The hadron measurement
system (see section 4.3) was utilized, using the setup described in section 4.5.
The goal of these measurements was the evaluation of the ion-beams bunch
position signal. This especially regards the bunch-recognition for the different
accelerator modes. The set-up also allowed testing of the system’s remote access
capabilities as well as practical tests of the DCC network in combination with
the I-Tech Libera Hadron.
In this respect the COSY accelerator is the ideal facility for such measurements.
The installed hadron measurement system was tested with various measurement
schemes at different beam energies, particles, intensities and bunch patterns, as
well as using the amplified and non-amplified BPM knob signals. These features
in combination with remote access capabilities and easy physical access to the
measurement system outside of the accelerator tunnel allowed to gain valuable
information of the measurement system.
The conducted tests are the first measurements of a COSY hadron beam uti-
lizing I-Tech Libera Hadron. During these tests successful recognition of the
bunches was possible in about 25% of the cases studied. This was expected
as the component responsible for bunch-recognition utilized inside the I-Tech
Libera Hadron was designed for the SIS18 accelerator (see fig. 4.15). A bunch
position is calculated from the integrated single channel bunch signal. An in-
tegration window is created by the bunch recognition using a double threshold
discriminator. The developed algorithm is described in detail by U. Rauch [76].
A number of parameters are available for tuning the recognition, e.g. the thresh-
olds used internally for the calculation.
To aid the process in the future, the directly sampled BPM-plate signal is avail-
able for readout on the I-Tech Libera Hadron.
Figure 5.21 shows an example of this data. The base-line of the signals was
aligned by calculating the average signal value in between the bunches and
offsetting one signal by the difference. The orbit position data, averaged to
a data rate of 10 kHz, was transferred from the I-Tech Libera Hadron to the
BPM-Extender. The integration of the DCC and averaging of the data on the
I-Tech Libera Hadron operated as expected. After reception of the data by the
BPM-Extender, it was stored directly on the measurement system integrated
PC via ethernet connection. This then allowed further analysis of the data. The
remote access capabilities of the system were intensively tested by accessing it
from outside the accelerator facility using a secured connection. This showed
starting points for further improvements to increase the usability of the system.
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Figure 5.21: COSY BPM 20 horizontal-plate bunch-signal at 970 MeV accel-
eration scheme from I-Tech Libera Hadron input. The base line (offset) of the
signals was aligned for overlapping by calculating the average signal hight and
subtraction of the difference. In the presented case the beam was horizontally
slightly off-centre, resulting in a slightly higher amplitude on the right BPM
plate during the time of the bunch signal.
In case of the successful recognition, a frequency spectrum analysis of the
beam position in the full frequency range of 0 to 5 kHz was conducted. The
fast Fourier transformation over the period of one ramping each showed a 1/f
pink noise structure. In case of the amplified signal also traces of 50 Hz and
harmonics were observed.
As this was a proof-of-principal measurement, using a I-Tech Libera Hadron
for the first time to measure the beam position of the COSY beam, the low
recognition rate is not surprising. Even though a full analysis of the COSY
beam movement was not possible as not enough data from complete ramps could
be collected, the measurement clearly shows the possibility of using the I-Tech
Libera Hadron as BPMs at the COSY facility. Therefore the set goals, namely
the development of a ready universal data acquisition system for a local fast
orbit feedback at COSY, have not been reached to the full extent. Nevertheless
the development of the system itself would not have been possible without the
experience and improvements made during the measurements at the COSY
accelerator facility.
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Summary
This thesis set out with the aim of developing a versatile distributed data acqui-
sition system for fast feedback applications and to study the suitability of the
system at the electron accelerator DELTA and the hadron accelerators COSY
and SIS18. This aim has been reached.
Feedback applications by now are common in the accelerator field, the potential
of a FPGA based approach to accelerator feedback applications at DELTA was
already shown by a preceding prototype fast local orbit feedback system [83,94].
Nevertheless, an universal orbit feedback DAQ approach, as presented, has not
been implemented beforehand. This approach requires an adaptation of the
system to the different accelerator facilities. The adaption regards beam- (e.g
bunch structure and timing) as well as technical properties (e.g. control sys-
tem connection, signal amplification). These requirements are addressed in two
ways: On the one hand, all systems are based on the developed common hard-
ware platform BPM-Extender, allowing adaptations to be made in software and
a quick adjustments to different conditions. On the other hand it is reached
by integrating I-Tech Libera Hadron electronics, allowing to directly connect to
hadron BPMs. In this context, the ability to create nearly arbitrary bus config-
urations which is the key property of the utilized bus system, was demonstrated
to be of great use. This applies especially to the DELTA data acquisition system
due to the mixture of different BPM devices and changes in configuration due
to ongoing research.
The prospects of the system were shown by measurements at DELTA , the
SIS18 and the COSY facility. A reliable operation as data source for a fast-,
as well as the existing slow-orbit-feedback at DELTA has been demonstrated.
Even though the system is currently not integrated into the control system by
EPICS, the required underlying software structure has been prepared for this
task.
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The conducted studies at COSY were proof-of-concept measurements, by which
a thorough debugging of the hadron system was possible. The potential of the
remote access, which greatly eased this process, has been demonstrated. The
measurements at COSY suggest, that after tuning of bunch recognition and
input signal amplifier levels, a reliable 10 kHz position data source will be avail-
able.
The successful SIS18 studies are a direct result of the experience gained during
the COSY measurements. Even though only a limited number of accelerator
ramps at four of the twelve BPMs was analyzed, the recorded position data
allows an evaluation of the SIS18 beam motion during ramping. The major-
ity of beam motion was observed to be in the frequency range below 50 Hz.
Even though high frequency position deviation was present, a simulation of an
ideal feedback showed promising results. The repeatability of the position dur-
ing consecutive ramps was observed to be excellent. An influence of magnetic
hysteresis was not confirmed.
6.1 Conclusion and outlook
The main issue to this thesis was the development and technical realization of
the universal data acquisition approach, followed by the measurement analysis
of selected orbit-perturbation criteria.
It has been shown, that a universal approach to a beam position feedback
is feasible. Even though accelerator specific adaptation is always required, the
options given by FPGAs and micro-controller software are able to reduce, if not
minimize this drawback. It is these options which make a combined effort to
develop a universal system worthwhile.
For DELTA two key aspect are gained. First the the improved statistic po-
sition uncertainty for the slow-orbit-feedback data from 5 µm to 0.12 µm. Once
fully integrated into the control system, it will influence all slow-position related
measurements in the current control system.
Second is the possibility of a fast orbit feedback, improving the beam’s orbit
and thereby the synchrotron light quality. Currently the development of this
system is ongoing [95].
In case of COSY the immediate results might seem limited at first. But,
even though no detailed analysis of the beam motion could be conducted, the
approach of using a universal beam-position data-acquisition was shown to be
successful. Only by exchanging the BPMs electronics, the developed system was
directly adopted to the hadron environment. At the time of writing the system
is expected to be fully functional after suitable parameter-tweaking, delivering
hadron position data from the COSY accelerator with a constant data rate of
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10 kHz. Also all further measurements would have not been possible without
the preparatory aspects of the system’s deployment at the accelerator. One
example are the remote access capabilities, which were intensively used.
The SIS18 studies were able to contribute to the planned feedback design
of the new FAIR facility storage rings. To improve the beam quality in terms
of the beam position, the measurement data suggests a two-fold approach: The
repeated deviation from the ideal orbit during the ramping period could be
countered by the use of a feed-forward system. This system would utilize the
data from the preceding ramps to correct the position on the following. The
system could then be further improved by the integration of a feedback system,
further reducing unexpected beam motion.
Such an approach is expected to reduce the beam motion of the SIS18 beam
during acceleration to below 1 mm RMS.
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Tables
Uncorrected Simulated correction
BPM max. average int. RMS max. average
number [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]
horizontal 9 23,428 7,008 5,410 16,336 0,212
10 12,915 3,312 2,699 16,086 0,187
11 77,193 24,662 18,034 74,518 0,722
12 12,175 7,940 6,063 13,902 0,116
vertical 9 13,704 2,312 1,747 16,510 0,038
10 4,009 1,070 0,820 3,107 0,038
11 5,287 1,398 1,768 3,668 0,072
12 6,736 1,977 1,482 8,949 0,099
Table A.1: Summary of the horizontal and vertical beam position signal for
SIS18 BPMs 9 to 12. The numerical analysis was conducted for all observed
ramps. A simulated correction (cutoff-frequency 250 Hz) was applied for further
distinguish the effects on the beam’s position. Average denotes the average beam
position. The RMS values show the integrated RMS deviation of the position.
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Uncorrected Simulated correction
xvar xvarmax xvar xvarmax
Name [mm2] [mm2] [mm2] [mm2]
During BPM X9 0,038 107,416 0,012 1,031
ramping BPM X10 0,040 34,345 0,036 6,860
BPM X11 1,310 183,610 0,697 17,677
BPM X12 0,008 5,913 0,004 0,136
During BPM X9 0,069 63,485 0,017 0,91
flattop BPM X10 0,008 26,988 0,005 0,153
BPM X11 0,616 674,956 0,509 16,837
BPM X12 0,006 13,452 0,003 0,092
Table A.2: Statistic analysis results summary of horizontal ramp-to-ramp po-
sition reproducibility for SIS18 BPMs 9 to 12. The analysis is split into the
ramping and the flat top section of the ramping. xvarmax is the absolute maxi-
mum of the observed variance.
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Tools
During the course of this thesis, a number of tools, hardware as well as software,
were utilized. This chapter provides an overview of these tools.
B.1 Hardware
B.1.1 Tektronix AFG3102
A Tektronix AFG3102 signal generator, capable of supplying two arbitrary
waveforms, was used for all signal generation. During testing the main clock
was generated (square wave) as well as trigger (peak) signals. The ADCs were
tested with arbitrary generated waveforms. The generator also features remote
control via Ethernet. This feature is utilized by the hadron measurement system
(see section 4.3).
B.1.2 HP 54699A
A number of analogue (e.g. beam position signals) as well as digital signals
(e.g. status signals) had to be monitored and/or examined externally, especially
during the design and debugging stage. The HP 54699A oscilloscope was used
for this task. It features two signal channels for signals up to one hundred MHz.
B.1.3 I-Tech Libera Electron, Brilliance
The I-Tech Libera Electron is a commercially available, FPGA based, beam
diagnostic system from Instrumentation Technologies [91]. Currently 12 I-Tech
Libera Electron and 5 I-Tech Libera Brilliance BPMs are being used for beam
diagnostics at DELTA. Part of this diagnostics is the utilization as BPMs for
the DELTA SOFB and the upcoming FOFB.
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B.1.4 I-Tech Libera Hadron
Another product from Instrumentation Technologies aimed towards hadron ac-
celerators is the I-Tech Libera Hadron. The product version used features the
same FPGA as the I-Tech Libera Electron/Brilliance, an ADC suited for hadron
BPMs and a reduced filtering logic (in comparison to the I-Tech Libera Elec-
tron/Brilliance). Due to this properties it is utilised as data source for the
hadron FOFB.
B.1.5 DELTA Trigger Splitter
A dedicated electronic device, the so called “DELTA trigger splitter”, is utilized
for clock and trigger signal distribution around the DELTA storage ring. It
features four signal inputs, either copper or glass fibre based. Each input is
distributed to four outputs on a differential LEMO-connector. This results in a
hierarchical, tree like structure of the signal distribution network. This network
is the foundation for the synchronous operation of the FOFB stations.
B.1.6 Bergoz Instrumentation BPMs
The Bergoz Instrumentation MX-BPM (or Bergoz MX-BPM) is an analog elec-
tronic used to calculate the beam position from BPM knob signals. This signal
is then processed further for the FOFB system. Details of these BPMs are
presented in [83, ch. 3.1.1].
B.2 Software
B.2.1 Sigasi HDT
The Sigasi Hardware Development Toolkit (HDT) is an Eclipse [19] based
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for the VHDL. It currently fea-
tures VHDL error reporting while typing, smart content assistance and VHDL
code inspection and navigation [67]. Most of the VHDL development during
this thesis was done on basis of the Sigasi HDT.
B.2.2 Xilinx ISE and XPS
The Xilinx Integrated Software Environment (ISE) is an IDE for Xilinx FPGAs,
which concentrates on the development of VHDL code, synthesis for the Xilinx
FPGA product range and integrated FPGA programming capabilities. The
internal simulator was intensively used to verify the different design components,
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while the programming capabilities were used for the actual implementation of
components, like hardware test routines.
The Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS) is an IDE which allows to combine so
called IP cores (see section 2.7.2) to complete designs. After synthesis these
designs are programmed to the FPGA. The developed FOFB FPGA design
was created using the XPS IDE. The ISE and XPS are described in greater
detail in [83, Ch. 3.2]. The version used in both cases was 10.3, which is the
last version to support the Xilinx Virtex 2 Pro, the FPGA used in all devices.
B.2.3 Xilinx SDK
Xilinx offers the Xilinx Software Development Kit (SDK), an eclipse [19] based
IDE, adopted for software development in the “C” language for the FPGAs
PowerPC processor. It was mainly used to write small communication programs
to test the hardware/software interaction on the FPGA.
B.2.4 Matlab
MATLAB is a programming IDE by Mathworks [92]. The main focus is data
analysis, for which the data is represented using matrices. It includes many
pre-defined functions as well as extendibility by so called toolboxes. The data
analysis of the BPM data was written in MATLAB. For the COSY lattice
analysis the so called “accelerator” toolbox [56] was used.
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Acronyms
ADC Analog-Digital-Converter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
ASIC application specific integrated circuit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
BMBF Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BNC Bayonet Neill–Concelman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .56
BPM knob Beam Position Monitor pickup button . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
BPM Beam Position Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . iv
BoDo Booster Dortmund. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
CAN Controller Area Network . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
CF Compact Flash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
CHG-FEL Coherent Harmonic Generation Free Electron Laser . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
COSY Cooler Synchrotron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
CPLD Complex Programmable Logic Device . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
DAQ data acquisition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
DCC Diamond Communication Controller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
DC Directed Current . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
DELTA Dortmunder Elektronen Speicherring Anlage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
DIMM Dual In-line Memory Module . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
DMA Direct Memory Access . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
EPICS Experimental Physics and Industrial Controls System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
ESR Experimentierspeicherring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
FAIR Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FESA Front End Software Architecture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
FFT Fast Fourier Transform . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81
FIFO First In First Out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
FIFO First In First Out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
FOFB Fast Orbit Feedback . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
FZJ Forschungszentrum Jülich. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
GAL Generic Array Logic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
GPIB General Purpose Interface Bus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
GSI GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HDL Hardware Description Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
HDT Hardware Development Toolkit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122
HESR High Energy Storage Ring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
IDE Integrated Development Environment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .122
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IOC Input Output Computer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
IP core Intellectual Property Core . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
ISE Integrated Software Environment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122
LCD Liquid Crystal Display. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .56
LED Light Emitting Diode . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
LHC Large Hadron Collider . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
LSB Least Significant Bit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
LTI Linear Time Invariant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
LINAC Linear Accelerator of DELTA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
NFS Network File System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
PBPM Photon Beam Position Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
PC Personal Computer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
PCB Printed Circuit Board . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
PLA Programmable Logic Array . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
PLB Processor Local Bus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
PSD Power Spectral Density . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
PSI Paul Scherrer Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
RAM Random Access Memory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .53
RMS Root Mean Square. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .99
RFS Root File System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
RHIC Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
RTL Register Transfer Level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
SATA Serial Advanced Technology Attachment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
SBC Single Board Computer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
SDK Software Development Kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123
SFP Small form-factor pluggable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50
SIS18 Schwer-Ionen-Synchrotron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
SIS100 Schwer-Ionen-Synchrotron. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .13
SIS300 Schwer-Ionen-Synchrotron. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .45
SMA Sub-Miniature-A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
SOFB Slow Orbit Feedback . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
SSH Secure Shell, see also [106] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
SVD Singular Value Decomposition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
T1 Transferkanal 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
T2 Transferkanal 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Tcl Tool Command Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
TU Technische Universität . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
VHDL VHSIC Hardware Description Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
XPS Xilinx Platform Studio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123
XUP Xilinx University Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
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channel to channel crosstalk The AD974 is able to multiplex four input
channels onto one ADC. As a result the values of the channels influence
each other. The Channel to Channel crosstalk is a figure of how strong
this influence actually is. It is typically expressed in Volts. 89
characteristic quantization curve ADCs convert a continuous analog volt-
age into discrete (quantized) digital values. The mapping between the
domains is expressed by the characteristic quantization curve. It contains
all quantization errors. 88
control system Machinery consisting of multiple components has to be con-
trolled. A control system is a set of additional devices taking over the part
of commanding, regulating, directing or managing this task. 8–10
Direct Memory Access Is the technique of reading and writing the system’s
memory directly, that is without having to pass the processor of the system
first. This enables higher data throughput and reduces the processor load.
The so called scatter gather DMA is a technique where the data is written
into non-consecutive memory regions (scattered). To read this data, an
index (or an information where the last write was) has to be created.
The data is then read from the different addresses and combined again
(gather). This technique is required because modern operating systems
fragment the memory space, so big chunks of continuous memory is often
not available.. 60, 61
Effective Number Of Bits is a benchmark figure for ADCs for quick perfor-
mance evaluation. A n-bit ADC has 2n signal levels. For some ADCs the
resolution is high enough to always contain a noise floor, which reduces
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the effective resolution. The ENOB represents the number of bits above
the noise floor e.g. 15Bits ENOB for a 16Bit ADC. 90, 95
golden orbit is a predefined, reference orbit. It is calculated as the path of
the "‘Sollteilchen"’ traveling through the accelerator’s magnetic structure.
Usually a center of quadrupole and sextupole orbit is chosen to minimize
optics distortion, but may vary in case of insertion devices.. 17, 128
ideal orbit is a predefined, accelerator specific orbit. It is the orbit going
through all the magnetic centers of the accelerator’s quadrupoles.. 128
insertion device is a magnetic field structure in synchrotron light sources to
explicitly create synchrotron light. Dipole magnets, Wigglers and Undu-
lators are examples of insertion devices.. 128
interrupt in the processor domain is a signal which interrupts the normal op-
eration. Important events in the system may require immediate processor
time. The in built mechanism of interrupts ensures this functionality.
When an interrupt is raised, the normal operation of the processor is
halted, a predefined interrupt handler code is executed and afterwards
the processor resumes its normal operation.. 61
magnetic structure is the composition of all magnets influencing the particle
beam at an accelerator.. 128
Multiple Input and Multiple Output in system theory refers to feedback
systems which are, in contrast to Single Input and Single Output systems,
more complex by featuring more than one input and output. 37
orbit is the position of the particle beam inside the vacuum chamber. The
measured orbit is composed from all BPM readouts and corresponds to the
barycenter of the electrons passing by the cutting plane of the respective
BPM. It is usually expressed as deviation from the golden orbit or ideal
orbit.. 14, 17, 19, 26, 128
pick up button is a button or plate, electrically isolated and integrated into
the vacuum chamber, which couples electromagnetically to the charged
beam particles. 15
PowerPC is a microprocessor architecture originally created by the AIM al-
liance, nowadays often utilized in embedded systems. Two PPC405A type
processors are embedded onto the FPGA fabric of the Xilinx Virtex2Pro
FPGA.. 59–63, 66, 123
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Processor Local Bus is a computer bus architecture, developed by IBM. As
such it connects the different hardware in an embedded design.. 59, 60
RocketIO is a Multi-Gigabit Transceiver implementation by Xilinx. It is used
for fast data transfer with guaranteed performance e.g. for fast communi-
cation networks. 52
signal to noise and distortion Used to rate an ADC. It is a measure for the
difference of level of a desired signal to the level of background noise and
distortion from the ADC process. 89, 90
Single Input and Single Output in system theory, refers to feedback sys-
tems with one in and output. 37, 128
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